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The Attache Collection
Drexel has been making 

home furniture for years and years.

Now we’re in business!
Drexel takes to the office, with seven hand
some collections of executive office furni
ture; furniture that’s highly-styled in both 
modern and traditional designs. Each col
lection, of course, is constructed and 
finished in the famous Drexel 
And each is in the medium price range.

For literature and the name of 
nearest Drexel office furniture dealer, 
write Dept. L. Contract 8i Development 
Department, Drexel Enterprises, Inc., 
Drexel, North Carolina.

Then go see what Drexel has to offer the 
business world.

The Judicial Collection
manner. The OfBcers Collection

your

ICj

The Triune Collection
The American Banker Collection

DREXEL
ENTERPRISES. INC 

Dreiel, North CarolinaThe Legislative Collection The Congressional Collection
Circle No. 1 on



Put the luxury of B.F.Goodrich sponge rubber under his carpe

It’s real luxury, too. Because the completely uni- every client demand and price range. Several ai 
form cell structure of BFG’s high-grade rubber shown below. For information about the othe 
ingredients give a unique plus in absorbing inthelineandsamples,write,usingyourcompar 
shock and resisting compression. All BFG letterhead, to: The B.F.Goodrich Compan 
cushion is guaranteed without time limit and it Consumer Products Marketing Division, 21 
all has the exclusive Duraseah finish that locks Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017. Or phol 
out dirt. You'll find a BFG cushion to meet us. Our number in New York is 212-922-51(1

Heiress. BFG cushion louv 
in price, not thickness. N' 
facinE. easy installation.

•Patent applied f>

Super RippleJawn. Hefty, dura
ble. Net facinE for superior 
strength, easy installation.

Double Cushion Plateau*. 
Firmness of flat with luxury 
of ripple. BFG exclusive.

Springlawn. Medium-priced 
BF(> cushion with a non- 
woven fiber-backinE-

Consumer Products Mafketing Division
Circle No. 2 on product information card
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The Cover
Specialized ‘‘Red Tail 
loRO of Northwest 
Orient Airlines exem
plifies the aerodynam
ic shapes echoed in 
the new Philadelphia 
ticket office, by de
signer Louis D. Ros
enberg. on pages 61- 

! 64. Cover de.sign by 
I Bert Lester.
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comfort. To provide comfort that can be /e/f... becaus 
a chair Is for sitting,
For your next installation choose from hundreds of Shell: 
Williams chairs ... to dominate ... or accentuate ... or ha 
monize with your interior design. Just pick the style. We 
guarantee the comfort.

Chances are you're a comfort enthusiast and unaware of it.

You know that style is critical, of course. And, we agree with 
you completely. It's what people see and appreciate first.

But. after the first impression made by your interior design, 
comfort takes a commanding position. Thai's why the Shelby 
Williams design staff puts equal emphasis on style and

if you’re a comfort
enthusiast

INDUSTRIES, INC. I
Merctiandisc Mart. Chkago. Illinois 60l 

Manufacturing facilities from coast-to-coast • Morristiwn. Twin.« Chicago. III. • Wichita, Kans. • Los Angeles, d
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HERCULON 10D% OLEFIN PILE

engineered for heavy commercial and
institutional use by .* •

• l*5i
• »

nckings: Tightly packed pile in nubby loop to take years 
f punishment — with foam rubber backing (Eastland) 
.• sturdy double Jute-on-Jute backing (Northport).
ersatility-plus; For supermarkets, schools, hospitals, 
jrmitories, motels, apartment houses — wherever 
allic is heavy and economy a factor.
lactically static-free (shocks hardly likely when you 
mch metal after walking on it). Easy maintenance, 
r'caiise dirt stays on top of tight-packed pile. Easy 
istallation.
lie complete source for woven and tufted contract car- 
'ts of every proved fiber serviced by specialists exclu- 
vely in contract carpets. ShowTooms: Chicago, New 
ork, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Dallas. Also Crawford 
Thompson in Atlanta, High Point, Miami, No. St. 

elersburg.

Carpet Company
■tl RtCISTLRLD TH*OE.M*RK Or 

WlLM.Nr.TON DCLAWlkRC;
itHC JLES

ror ITS oucriN riBi,R.
NC.

COUPON FOR FREE SWATCH AND FOLDER

Philadelphia Carpet Company (Contract Division)
^ Allegheny Avenue and C Street. Philadelphia, Pa. 19134

Yes, Cd like to see if Eastland (or Northport) Carpet i 
tough as you say- Please send folder and swatch of:

□ Eastland (foam rubber backing)
O Northport (same carpet, double jute-on-jute backing)

Nam»

Firm

AriHr^a* ,

IS as

• • City------------------
(’ircle No. 4 on product information card

.State.

cic Xo. 3 on product information card
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anticipates her boss.
her Woodwall Secretarial Desk provides a smart foretaste of theJust as

oil-finishelegant dignity of his Woodwall Executive Desk. This new grouping
black wood paneled, coordinates desk with desk-and desks with

walnut or
distinctive Emeco Chairs. Woodwall: the best of steel and wood. Write for free 

brochure illustrating optional panels, drawer pull and leg styles, and top sizes.

• Hanover. Pennsylvania 1T331Emeco Division • standard Furniture Company

Circle No. 5 on pr<Kiuct information card



Smartly, impeccably. The Standard-Solari clocks 
reflect the tempo of the day with their no-nonsense 
digital time read-out and attractive, functional 
case to complement any architectural decor.

No adjustment necessary for 28, 29, 30 or 31 
day months. (Even compensates for Leap Yearl) 
Just set it and forget it!

Available in 7 models with combinations of

hours, minutes, seconds, days and dates, these 
clocks give accurate, instant time at a glance. 
Ideal for offices, banks, lobbies, reception areas, 
conference rooms and other indoor and outdoor 
installations.

Standard Electric Time Company, 89 Logan 
Street, Springfield, Massachusetts 01101.

El
i!

T»*Pi WAt k;|

Circle No. G on product information card
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down
underis where Faultless Caster Quality Excelsl

Under chairs, serving carts. T.V. stands, appliances . . . any product or furniture 
that moves ... across hardwood floors, rugs, tile, or stone patios. Faultless casters 
are designed, engineered, and manufactured to roll with maximum ease and give 
plus performance for the lifetime of the equipment. We would have it no other way. 
Why? We're interested in satisfied customers . . . and we'd like you to be one of 
them. Your local Faultless representative is as near as the telephone book.

Faultless Caster Co.
BLISS AND LAUGHLiN INDUSTRIESA Division of

Evansville, Indiana 47717
Branch offices in princioal cities of the U.S. and Conodo. 
Circle No. 7 on product information card

Circle No. 8 on product information
S
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IS the key to the exclusive atmosphere you want to create. Our 
staff works with you to fabricate to your designs and exact specifi
cations. And, imaginative ideas available from Brody's skilled and 
experienced designers can help you provide a totally new concept 
of seating effects.

And Brody quality, of course, is unsurpassed. This remarkable 
combination of design and quality is yours to command. Command 
a Brody masterpiece in |:CIST«»M IMMrrHKI

Custom Designod Booth Installations: (A) Crystal Restaurant, Reading, Pa. / (6) Student 
Union, University of Nebraska / (C) Holly’s at the Inn, Muskegon. Mich.

B. BRODY SEATING COMPANY
S921 W. Dickens. Chicago. IHinois 606^
Area Code 312 889-6000

Clrcltr No. 9 (Mt product information card

lt> No. 8 on product information card 13



D. C. Currently by Ash Gerecht
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[WASHINGTON
11 REPORT:

»■ ■ Urban renewal plans spur motel building

■ fAT studying systems for building programs
■ Government aids firms in trainee instruction

3

While the most rapid phase of growth in hotel-mc 
building appears to be past, a continued high level 
hotel-mote! construction appears in prospect as 1< 

the general economy keeps moving up and ere 
favorable. That’s the conclus

as
conditions remain 
reached here by top Federal analysts. In support 
their outlook are these factors:

New announcements in i*ecent months .show pi 
for major hotels in different cities acro.ss the Uni 
States. Future urban renewal projects will offer 
portunities for downtown hotels. It’s striking to 
if you keep up with renewal activity as we do, \ 
many major renewal projects include plans for a tii 
sient facility, quite often a motor hotel, of sev< 
hundred rooms. In addition, more work on the Fed< 
Interstate System of highways may make centr; 
located hotels more attractive, by increasing t> 
accessibility. The highway system has altered ti 
fic and overnight patterns both. Most impnrta? 
for you at this point is the fact that its influence 
at best halfway—if you consider just the present \ 
gram only and don’t even speculate about the exl 
sion of the system once it comes near the goal.

The latest figures for the national system show t 
of the end of the first quarter, some 21,500 ni 

of the 41,000 being planned for were open to tr.*i 
Construction was underway on another 5,900 m 
The mileage in use grew by 2,279 in the year, f 
pletion is scheduled for 1972. Talk is increasing 
extensions of mileage beyond then.

A new report from the 1963 Census of Business 
eludes these revealing figures on the industry, \ 

indication of the potential for refurnishinj

CoActll^ hjlCdimiuiA
This tough new Vs-inch gauge contract carpeting 
by Columbus Mills fits every specification for en
durance and stamina, good looks and long wear. 
The 100% Enkaloft continuous filament nylon pile 
is dense enough to repel dirt and stains, tough 
enough to take the heaviest traffic without a sign 
of wear. Contract IV's nine vibrant colors coordi
nate perfectly with every room setting, and the 12 
and 15 foot widths provide greater flexibility in 
any space, large or small. Include Contract IV by 
Columbus Mills in your next contract plan. Call or 
write for samples and complete specifications.

as

some
might hold for you:

Of 10,234 year-round hotel.s of 25 or 
8.870 reported starting time. Of these, two-thii( 
5,963—began before 1942. In contrast, of 23 
motels, with 20,360 reporting their start, only 15 i 
cent—2,952—began before 1942. One-fourth be 
in the years 1959 to 1963; one-sixth. 1955-1958; 
three-tenths, or 6,109, in the peak period, 1949 thru 
1954. In sum, two-thirds were established in the 

teen years

more t<Ki

COLUMBUS MILLS INC.
Fine CerpiU... Since 1930

Rmt HoM ' Ana CmM W ■ K* MS • CMumbut C«xM 31M2 ■ 7t5 SW Av*nv» ' 'vk Otf
from 1949. Of 2.642 motor hotels, ah

(Conti)iuf(i u/i /}agrCircle No, 10 on product information card

Circle No. 11 on product inforroatiorl
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OUR WASHINGTON REPORlSpeaking of 
contract 
one word can 
make the 
difference 
between an 
ordinary and 
an unusual
installation 
related".

Have you seen 
Greeff's
related" fabrics, 
wallpapers and 
floorcoverings?

CONTINUED FROM P.

all reporting starts, 1,092 began in the 1959-19( 
period, about twice as many as started in 1955-19H

The analyses also reveal that of 21,457 motels r 
porting number of rental units in 1963, 12,500 hi 
less than 19 units—and these three-fifths of t 
establishments had one-third of the total number 
rental units.

One-fourth the motor hotels had 50 to 99 ren 
units; one-sixth had 100 to 299 each, for the large 
concentration in that category.

The Federal analysts are more optimistic ab< 
motels than they are of hotels. They note that ma 
of the interchanges on the Interstate Highway Sy 
tem have not been started yet. Their smaller size 
which means smaller sites, smaller capital outlays 
gives them greater flexibility. In today’s mortga 
market, this is a considerable advantage, too. Add 
this the attraction that new units have for the ninf> 
overnight population, and considerable enlargement 
this field is seen. The major chains, with their alj 
ities in planning, financing, and advertising, woi 
seem to be in a favored spot.

• • •

New study of buildings
Uncharted fields with unestimated impacts for \ 

[ will be explored by the Institute for Applied Tec 
nology of the National Bureau of Standards. 1 
General Services Administration, which is the F< 

j eral Government’s housekeeping agency, gave lAl 
I contract to use part of its building program as 
I testing ground for developing new or improved bui 
I ing systems—and .subsystem.s. In the first phase,
' study will include an analysis of user needs for, p 

haps, an office building, and will study benefits f 
I coat comparisons of the systems approach with pr 
I ent conventional methods. The next phase would 
I to prepare specifications based on performance sta 

ards.

• • •
n

n It’s hoped this can overcome the problems of trai 
tional methods involving the putting together of ma 
small parts, so that both Federal and nongovei 
mental users can profit from a coordinated ay.siem 
industrially produced building components.

Manpower training
You might want to look into the possible advanta 
of participating in the Federal Government’s M; 
power Development & Training Act programs, 
you’re a producer of furniture or furnishings, 
terior design firms and architects with offices of so 
size might also be able to fit in. The program a 
to train present unemployed or underemployed i 
sons. The U.S. provides reimbursement for job 
structional materials; the employer pays the trai 
wages during the training period.

Among recent projects is one for Excel Wood Pr 
nets Co., Lakewood, N. J. It will give 77 trainees 
weeks’ training as cabinetmakers, spray finishers j 

! Sanders, machine operators, and electric truck 
erators. It will receive $15,107 in MDTA funds. F 
man Mode Co., Conover. N. C., will give 34 train

(Continued on page

DIVISIONCONTRACT

\V‘ A L L P A I» K K S ' C A K P E T SFABRICS

For further details contact
Robert H. Hamilton, Vice-President. Contract Division. Greeff Fabrics, Inc. 

155 E 56th St.. New York. N Y. 10022 
Tel.: (212) PL 1 0200

{’ircle No. 12 on produol information card
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Croydon's Richelieu is a graceful transi
tional design that combines the tradi
tional dignity of fine woods and classic 
proportions with sophisticated simplic
ity. Old-fashioned pride of skill dictates

walnut frame, beautifully book-matched
walnut veneers. Contemporary demand desks, credenza, bookcase, tables and 
for function with elegance inspires loungeseating,allcoordinatedtogratify 
such details as the comfortable black the most discriminating taste. Write for 
matte-finished drawer pulls, the push- the illustrated portfolio.

The Richelieu suite comprises two

such details as set-in wood tops, three- to-open latches on bookcase doors
way mortised corner joints in the solid the silent nylon glides on all drawers.



OUR WASHINGTON REPORT
CONTINUED FROM P-

16 weeks of training as furniture assemblers aiJ 
finishers, and woodworking machine operators, iti 
MDTA contract is for $7,592. ITODAY
Furniture industry employment effect

A new Federal study shows that for every 100 jol 
in the household furniture industry, there are i 
additional jobs in supporting industries.

A billion dollars of delivery of the industry produc 
to final demand generates 137.413 jobs, the Burea 
of Labor Statistics estimates. Of these, 74,460 jol 
are in the furniture industry. Another 62,953 a 
in supplying and transporting industries, and oth' 
services. More than half of these, 35,529, are 
manufacturing, for lumber and wood products, fa 
rics, rubber and plastic products.

Federal business report

Philosophically you may di.spute the course of gi>\ 
ment. But, in the day-to-day and year-to-year cour 
of doing business, there can be little argument abo 
the trend of government. It is getting bigger . . 
bigger . . . and bigger. Even its confusions mean buJ 

because its furniture ends up in the wroJ

cr

. ail

ness—
places for the wrong purposes, and some other agen 

out on the market. And even where there appeg(»esto be momentary drawbacks (these moments mig 
last a year or two"), you can confidently predict th 
these too shall pass, revealing new, satiable needs f

TOMORROW! I your products and services.A significant amount of new procurement opportui 
ties in the contract field is being accounted for the 
days by the defense agencies—the Directorate 
Procurement and Production, Defense General Supi 
Center in Richmond, Va.; and the Defense Supj 
Agency. Headquarters, Defense Personnel Supp<

: Center. Philadelphia. A sampling of recent Fedei 
invitations to bid. now closed, includes:

Defense Personnel Support Center—Foam rubb 
pad bed mattresses. 1330 and 909. Upholstery clo' 
1413 yards, 2945 yards. 7900 yards.

Defense General Supply Center—Steel bunk be< 
53,500. Vinyl resin tile, 2400 cartons. Floor mats, 1 
000 each. Library shelving. Folding canvas cots, 26i

with a
n//

Over-Night Beauty Treatment
your lobby lively, your rooms 

ratiiani, your fumishwtt fabulous 
with Flexllfe! No need to shut-down 
to point up! Fleilifo works fast. Col
ors. covers and conditions all Items 
of leather, vinyl and Naugahyde to 
brand new beauty OVER NIGKT. Flex- 
life dips deep Into materials, leaving 
them soft and pliant. Never chips, 
flakes or peels. Surfaces are perma
nently guarded against acids, alkalis, 
alcohol, mildew and dry rot. Usually 
the Flexllfe treated furnishing can't 
be told from new. Flaxlife’s uses 
stretch as far as your imagination. 
Scratched and scarred sofas are re
vived to show-room sparkle. Faded 
folding doors are restored to original 
beauty. Rips in materials can be 
patched and color-covered to perfec
tion beyond detection. Change the 
shade of your vinyl wall paper or 

create stunning murals that won't wash away. Add new charm to old 
chairs with distinctive hand-painted designs. Vou name it! riexlffe does 
it. .. easily, expertly economically. Comes in 26 fabulous high-fashion 
shades and clear that brush on, roll on or spray on. Why spend a for
tune to re-furnish? Give your premises a colorful, new, guest-winning 
pertonaiitv with Flexlifa. Sea your local supplier or decorating con
tractor today, or write for further information and color card.

Color

000 each.
General Services Administration, Kansas City, ^ 

—Desk and dressers, composite metal and wood.
Sheppard Air Force Base, Tex.—Furnishing a 

installing draperies.
GSA, Dallas—Dining tables.
GSA. Seattle—Upholstered furniture, various iten
GSA. Washington—Velvet carpet, 1,480 each. Co 

posite metal and wood quarters furniture, 2,720 
W’oori furniture, bookcase, bedstead and desk, 1,(' 
each. Executive type office furniture, desks, wall 
finish bookcases, 201 each. Lounge furniture, 1,8 
each. Card filing cabinets, indefinite quantity. G< 
eral office card-size cabinets, chairs, desk, tabi 
sections; upright bookcases; folding straight chaii 

indefinite quantity, Jan.

ead

Anolhor qualify 

product frarn

____ ___10283 Pacific Ave. • Franklin Park. III. 312-«78-797S

C A
V.

wardrobes.. mirrors,
through Dec. 31. 1967. (C)Circle No. 14 on product information card

Circle No. l-"> on product information c
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FURNITURE LASTS LONGER, retains

Its new appearance and comfort

indefinitely with luxurious BURKAIRE cushioning.

upholstered furniture won't lose its shape; covering materials won’t sag, 
loosen nor wear excessively and prematurely when cushioned with Burkaire.

Because Burkaire is made by an exclusive process in which new cotton is impregnated 
with a plastic binder, it will never flatten out, crumble or turn to powder like many paddings 

made of other fibers. It remains softly, permanently resilient; will yield gently, 
not collapse under body weight. When pressure is removed it will quickly 

return to original thickness to keep upholstering materials taut and 
shapely. Burkaire does not create dust; is both insect and vermin-proof.

Burkaire costs no more than ordinary padding, adds nothing extra to cost.
It is a major criterion of furniture value from the lowest priced kitchen 

chair to the most expensive custom piece. Specify, insist on
Burkaire cushioning — there is no comparable substitute.

iURKSRT m
4900 N. SECOND ST. • ST. LOUIS, MO. 63147

I

Shelby Williems industtles, Inc.

6. Brody Seating Co.



□ Tailorability for neater, trimmer 
carpet shaping on stairs—best fit 

to any contour.
□ Extra weight and "hand” that 
impress customers, add luxury 
and resilience.

□ "Body” that keeps area rugs lying 
flat, not rippled or curled.

□ Dimensional stability that retains 
original coverage, keeps edges 
straight and corners square.
Even in cleaning.

First, look under the carpet to be 
sure the "secondary" backing is Jute. 
Then bend the carpet so you can see 
the upper (primary) backing through 
the pile, if both are jute, 
the carpet has—

□ All-directional strength that permits 
power*stretching with maximum 
tension (protects against need for 
re-stretching later).

□ Almost invisible seaming (because 
rmaller stitches can be used with Jute).

The perfect compatibility of Jute \ 
Jute in the same carpet helps assu 
the finest all-around performanc<' 
and appearance. It will pay you 
to ask for, insist on jute primary ai 
secondary backings in the tufted 
carpets for your next job.

lUJE
primary
backing

JUTE secondary backing
JUTE CARPET BACKING COUNCll

Americsn Industries, Inc. • C. G. Trading Corp. » Hugh A. Chaplin Co.. Inc. • City Trade & InduslrlJ 
Deica International Corp. • A. De Swaan, Inc. • Robert F. Fitzpatrick & Co. • Gillespie & Co. of New Yo| 

Hanson & Orth, Inc. • O. G. Innes Corp. • Iselin-Jefferson Co., Inc. • Jute Industries. Ltd. • Lou Meltl 
Pah-Am Inc. • R. L, Pritchard & Co, • Rallj Trading Co., Inc. • Revonah Spinnirl 

Stein, Hall & Co,, Inc. • White Lamb Finlay Inc. » Willcox Enterprisi

Circle No. 16 on product information card

Circle No. 30 on product information
20



George Washington would be at home here.
The charming colonial setting and the sturdy Astra chairs provide

old-fashioned comfort and hospitality. Astra chairs are made in the 
true Early American tradition from solid hard rock northern maple.

They're hand-pegged, hand-wedged, and hand-rubbed to a mellow luster by Vermont 
artisans using time-honored techniques George himself would have 

approved. Styles range from the cozy captain's and mate's chairs
to the stately Windsor, filling every purpose in hotels, motels, restaurants 

and institutions. Send for broch ure.

ASTRA BENT WOOD FURNITURE CO. “S .Maple Street. East Arlington, Vermont 05252 
The Hallmark of Quality Seating Since 7905 • Showroom-, in principal cities.



CONTRACT BUSINESS: NOTES & COMMENTS

education and encouraging students 
with professional guidance. Industry 
gives a helping hand, too, usually in 
the form of competitions. Jens Risom 
Designs Inc., contemporary furniture 
and textile manufacturer-designer, re
cently sponsored a competition for ad
vanced students at the Art Center Col
lege of Design in Los Angeles. Its 
purpose: to assist, encourage, and
stimulate the student to “think for 
himself.” The problem: a planning pro
ject based upon a real situation, in
volving layout and selection of fur
nishings for an insurance company in 
4,000 square feet, and including all 
office areas from mail room to presi
dent’s office. The winners: Wayne
Lunan, who received the first prize of 
$200; Gary Rossbach, $125 second 
prize; Donald Munz. $75 third prize. 
Five honorable mention prizes of $20 
each went to Edwardo Alfonso, Nancy 
Blanchard, David Brewster, Hisao Na- 
kado. and Leonard Scott. Illustrated is 
detailed floor plan by first prize 
winner Wayne Lunan.

IDEC holds fourth annual meeting
The problems of design education re
ceived considerable attention at semi
nar discussion groups during the 
three-day annual meeting of Interior 
Design Educators Council (IDEC) this 
past May. The discussion groups were 
concerned with curriculum, accredita
tion, the role of design education in 
environmental planning, competition 
and publication, research and advance 
degrees, as well as discussion on films 
and texts. A number of these subjects 
will receive continued action during 
the coming year. Among specific IDEC 
programs are hopes to raise funds for 
the purpose of a thorough curriculum 
study and analysis, and plans to in
clude studies in cooperation with 
architectural and related design 
schools. The committee on accredita
tion plans to work with the profes
sional organizations in the field.

During its fourth annual meeting, 
attended by educators from more than 
40 schools and universities, current 
officers were re-elected to serve an
other term. They are: president—Prof. 
Arnold Friedmann, Pratt Institute; 
vice president—Prof. Phyllis Krumm, 
Ohio State University; secretary- 
treasurer—Prof. Richard Rankin, Pur
due University.

Inc., carpet manufacturer, reports tl 
it has supplied the Nine Three Ni 
Coast apartments, at La Jolla, Cal 
with carpet for its interiors and e 
teriors, too—the latter Cabin Cral 

all-weather Mardi Grass, whichnewbeing used on the balconies of the l| 

story unit. I
Test results issued by IRC
Nylon and polypropylene commerc 
grade carpets are listed for the fi 
time in the 1966 Certified Produ 
List, a directory of cleaning and ma 
tenance products, textiles, and 
mercial carpets, published by Insl 
tutional Research Council, Inc. 'll 
study, with the expanded carpet 
tion, will be particularly useful as| 
purchasing tool, especially since 
pitals, libraries, hotels, motels, scho( 
and other institutional consumers . 
finding it increasingly difficult to scl 
carpets that will perform well in co 
mercial use.

Part III of the List, dealing w 
commercial carpets, includes tables 
minimum specification requirejne 
based on pile density for wool or ac; 
lie, and for nylon or polypropyle 
according to average heavy traffic i 
average medium traffic. It points 
that “carpets based on nylon or po 
propylene do not require the sa 
ounce-weights of pile yarn as w 
carpets. For equal wear, it appea 
possible to reduce the weight of ny 
pile by at least 30 percent of the ri 
ommended wool weights given in 
specification.” It goes on; “Experie 
gained thus far with acrylics and me 
acrylics indicates that these materi 
should be used at the same ou 
weights of pile yarn as for wool.”

The directory also lists brand nar 
and sources for cleaning and ma 
tenance supplies, wool and acrylic c 
pets, and institutional textiles t 

(Continued on page

Philadelphia redesigns showrooms
Neither pop nor op art seemed quite 
appropriate to symbolize the Philadel
phia Carpet Co. showrooms in New 
York and Chicago. So designer Edward 
K. Donohue, head of Image Builders, 
Inc., elected to tell the Philadelphia 
story through a streamlined Federal- 
American motif, one that would be 
both practical and esthetic. His search 
for a dramatic departure from the 
standard format in showroom design 
resulted in the abandonment of drap
eries, lamps, tabl^, as well as objets 
d’art and other decorations. Only car
pets, framed in architectural patterns, 
are highlighted. One of the features of 
the Chicago showroom, completed in 
time for last month’s market, is a 12 by 
14-foot lighted mural of Indepen
dence HaU, created entirely with car
pet. In both new showroom centers 
daylight lighting units were scienti
fically spaced to depict the true colors 
of each quality.

coi

si

hi
Rlsom>sponsored competition
It’s not only the educator who is in
terested in fostering better designer

Condominium carpeted

Condominium apartments are rapidly 
becoming a major market for contract 
furnishings as a result of the trend 
toward selling the apartment units 
completely furnished. One of the 
newest condominiums offers carpeting 
and draperies as part of the package 
to the apartment buyer. Cabin Crafts,

CONTRAi



nississippi

pramatic New Texture in Glass

Herringbone glass glazed m recepiion room in offices of Arthur D Little. Inc., N. Y C., one of the nation's leading 
industrial research and consulting organizations. Designed by Space Design Group, Inc., Marvin B Aftnmo, Director

dramatic texture of fabric and the gleaming beauty of glass 
e been artfully combined in new Mississippi HERRINGBONE, 
e is a pattern offering another dimension and broader scope 
creating interiors high in interest and utility. Recommended 
use in partitions for the division of living and working areas 
esidential and commercial installations and wherever else 
emitted light should become a vibrant, interesting part of the 
orating scheme. Specify Mississippi glass. Available in a wide 
ety of patterns, wired and unwired, at most leading distribu-

of quality glass. Write for catalog.

Mississippi
glass COMPANY
88 Angelica Street • St. Louis Missouri 63147
NEW VORK > CHICAGO . FULLERTON. CALIFORNIA

r.EST DOMESTIC MANUFACTURER OF ROLLED, FIGURED AND WIRED GLASS
Circle No. 17 on product information card
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Ole! Bright, exciting, 
clacking with the spirit of Spain

Crisp Spanish design with a trace of Moorish ruggedness. 
You'd expect to find a set of castanets in the top drawer.

New Simmons Castillo is solid cherry, expertly 
distressed and finished in a rich brown tone to give it 
the appearance of rough, aged elegance. The weathered^ 
green brass hardware seems to have endured a century 
of stiff Mediterranean breezes. Tops are subtley laminated 
in Parkwood Burl that simu/ates expensive banded inlay.

Could you dare risk this elegance on luggage-tossing 
travelers? Si! Nothing short of a bullfight can mar the 
high-pressure Melamine laminate that protects all the 
surfaces. Moreover, all drawers are hand-fitted with dove
tail joints and center guides in the tradition of the finest 
cabinetware. After forty-one years in the craft, Simmons 
will not tolerate shortcuts in material or manufacturing.

Simmons' Castillo demonstrates how good taste and 
practicality are thoroughly compatible in fine furniture 
for heavily traveled hotels and motels. And, of course, it's 
equally compatible with any construction or redecoration 
budget. We offer the CPA Plan, our own American 
Acceptance Program, Extended Terms Plan, and Leasing 
Program to suit your financial requirements.

Use the coupon below to request your complete 
catalog of Simmons' Guest Room Furniture available in a 
variety of classic styles. If you like, the catalog can be 
delivered by our trained furnishing engineer who will 
assist you in the plans for your new accommodations.

1
Simmons Company 
Contract Division 
Merchandise Mart 
Chicago, Illinois 60654

Gentlemen; Please send me your new 6-page catalog of guest 
room furniture.

EFGH-i

Name:. .Title:.

Name of hotel, motel or companyt.

Address:

City;
□ Please have a representative call

.State;. .Zip Code:

J

$1 SIMMONS
CONTRACT DIVISION • MCKHANDISE MACT • CHICABO, lU. HtM



CONTRACT BUSINESS in stock forwant a 
smoMng 

stand 
that 

ean*t be 
knocked 

over?

have been tested for conformance with , 
the standards recognized by the Coun~ IMMEDIATE

DELIVERY
cil.

Thirty-fivt‘ thousand copies of die 
1966 List are iK-ing distributed to IRC 
members and participating manufac
turers. Non-members may purchase 

Institutional Research
multi-purpose products 

designed for 
the contract field

copies from
Council, 221 West 57 St., New York ' 
City. Cost: $1.00 per copy. ]

In a separate study also conducted 
I for IRC by Foster D. Snell, research , 

laboratory, preview results indicate that ) 
carpet life can be increased from 9 to |
33 percent, depending on the kind of 
nderlay used. The eight types of car

pet underlay tested were also checked 
and rated for nine other characteris- ^ 
tics, including frictional resistance be
tween underlay and carpet, thermo- 
conductivity, resistance to mildew and 
cleaning chemicaLs, compression set 
and flame resistance. The final report 
of the two-year. $15,000 carpet under
lay study will be published by IRC and 1 
will bo released shortly.

ftOI-LAWAV

^ CONFERENCe 
TABLES

Choose from 16 standard conference 
tables built for contract specification. 
Designed to fold quickly and store 
easily, these tables can be tailored 
to your needs.u

—with ashtray that can‘t ha removetf? 
—that ciKirettes can’t fall off? 
—that's virtually indestnietible? 
—and reaHsticalfy pricad?

herm it Ui

SELECT

/You'll be proud 
to specify Select 
It's ultimate beauty and 
utiltly m folding banquet 
tables. Tops ava>labie m a wide 
range of colors and patterns.

PEOESTAL LEO

FOLDING
TABLEN.Y. source guide

Perfect general purpose banquet 
fabfe. "Otf-Cenfer" legs add seating 
to ends. Lightweight, sturdy, folds 
compactly for easy stacking. Meets 
rugged institutional needs.

iiiul instructiveA lively, informative.
perback book published early this

is findingpa
year primarily for consumers 
readers in the contract field as well. ! M 
The New York Times Guide to Home ^ W

Antheneum I FOLDING
(375Fu7TVtsiji7l(/.S

Press. 1966, S2.95) is the idea and co- 
,'ork of Barbara Plumb of The New 

York Times and Elizabeth Sverbeyeff 
of House Beautiful. As the title makes 
clear, it is a guide to home furnishings 
sources, .shops, and showrooms 
York City open to the public.

Tn other hands, such a book might : 
useful but mechanical i

PP- CHORAL
RISERS

w Answer your 
auditorium needs. Easy 
folding! Compact storage! 
Designed lor beauty and strength!

in New
PORTABLE

PLATFORMS & 
BANDSTANDShave been a 

listing of retailers. But because these 
.seasoned editors and reporters are fully 
knowledgeable about the market, the 
book is something altogether different. 
Not only are direct consum#r shops, 
department stores, ateliers listed, but 
the authors begged and badgered many 
sources and places hitherto marked 
"To the Trade Only’’ to open their 
doors to the public—if not to buy, for 
they still rt'quire the accredited de
signer. iit least to look. As a result, 
among tlic more than 250 source.s con- 
Uiincd in the book is a long list of 
major names in the contract industry.

The handy volume is extremely well 
organized—separated into logical major 
categories: Furnishings, Antiques. Art 
for the Home. Auction.s, Services and

Ideal for school or hotel conference 
music arxJ band rooms.
Sturdy, durable! Compact folding!MODEL S-651 $15.00 F.O.B. Muncie

Quantity quotes on request

CADDIES
FOR CHAIRS- [W
TABLES OR FT*
COMBINATION 
CHAIR A COAT RACK
Midwest's wide sel^tion of caddies 
handle folding chairs, tables and coals. 
Engineered tor years of etfiC'enf 
service and hard institutional work

%

MANUFACTURING CORP.
317-289-2451Munoe. Indiana Write Today: f

FREE CATALOG^r EXCEL MANUFACTURINC CORP.
Dppl. C-7, Muiicit, Indiana

i Please send 
I F.0.0. Muncie. Please send literature
1 NAME_ _ . . ______

1 COMPANY_____________________
I ADDRESS__________________________

Dept. 30

’ ^ FOLDING PRODUCTS
1414 S. Western Avenwe 
Chicago, Illinois 60608

Smoking Stands @ SIS ea.,

STATE,CITY
L_____Cirelc tH «>n product inforuialion card Repairs. fCi Circle 20 on product information

CONTRACircle No. I'' mi (iriKliict iiirormaiiiin card
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SUEDE
(25 o:.)

Stipple effect in a broad color
range—from bright accents to
subdued tints and neutrals. 30
colors.

DADO-COTE
(37.5 oz. and 25 oz.)

Perfect for wainscoting, as the 
name implies. Super tough. 
Smooth surface appeals to 
hospitals—exceptional clean-
ability, 30 colors,

SILK
(25 or.)

Real luxury finish with lumi
nous highlights, As broadly
accepted as its namesake, 24
colors.

WOOD TONES
(25 or.)

It takes a close look to tell
these from wood. No size
limits, no finishing, no special
upkeep later. 10 color effects.

eights are expressed in ounces per lineal yard, 54" wide.
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PLAIN LINENELECTRA
{25 oz.)(25 oz.)

Particularly at home in large areas. Subtle embossing and ^ 
low lustre of protective top /wf 
coating provide glare-free 
surface. Cleans so easily.

SS Exclusive and exciting mon- 
ra- tage of color tones. For small 
^ areas or large. Versatile as 

well as intriguing. 11 colors. 30 colors.

MARBLE-COTEHANDWOVEN
LINEN
(25 oz.)

Beyond being extremely at
tractive, here is a pattern with 
superb hiding power for less 
than perfect surfaces. 16 
colors.

[29 oz.)

Only the original marblJ 
simulates so well is as el 
to maintain. The patterrl 
copied, not the cost. TOcolJ

SHAMBATAMBUR (25 oz.)(30 oz.)

Rich, deep emboss is accen
tuated bytinted protective top
coating , , , appears to have 
been woven to the wall. Adds 
the dimension of depth as well 
as color. 18 colors.

A richly defined embossing in 
thatched texture. Broad color
line, ranging from bold ac
cents to soft tints, 22 colors.

MATT AKERRY
(25 oz,)

Coarse linen weave In solid 
colors. A lyloderncote original 
pattern, Exclusive protective 
top-coating at no extra cost, 
as with all Moderncote 33 pat
terns.

(30 OZ.)

As deep textured as the i 
uine article, this exotic w( 
pattern has that carefree 
ribean look. 12 colors.

MODERNCOTE AS A SOURCE HAS THESE I O OFFER.. NEW!. . . The broaciest line ... from basics shown here to custom silk screen designs
. . . The broadest distribution . . . with local representation in every state
. . . Topcoating at no extra cost . . . extra years of service
. . . Full flexibility . . . small special runs are practical
. . . Excellent fire ratings . . . conducted by independent laboratories 
. . . Overnight service . . . inventory items can be shipped same day
Let us give you the full story about the exciting line of wallcoverings!

Most patterns are now availal 
with "Tedlar”* PVF surface. Am 
ingly non-staining. Makes wond 
ful vinyl even better—as sti 
resistant as ceramic tile! See 
yourself by demonstration.

*Du Pont Registered TraT

MODERNCOTE., INC. 
P. 0. Box 353—Dept. A 
New Castle, Indiana 47362

Send information and name of your nearest distributor for: 
□ Designer Collection MODERNCOTE.. INC.□ Regular line » modernc

NEW CASTLE, INDIANAName—

Firm

Street and No.

Zip-State.City.



biNT OF VIEW: By Lawrence Lerner, Contributing Editor

Professional Jealousici
Should details of junctional planning and interior design effi
ciency give way to the arbitrary dictatorship of the architecture?

Part II

we pointed out in the previous installment, the 
hitediiral profession has undergone a complete 
isformation in recent years, from individual prac- 
s to huge architectural corporations. These new 
IIS of enterprise have made business more im- 
tant than design, and have caused collective plan- 
p and execution to dominate the individuars cre-

intricate series of systems w'hich deliver light, air, 
space, and utilities to every square foot of area fortu- 
nat*' enough to be enclosed by its parade of 24-foot- 
w’ide sheets of V2-inch thick plate glass. The owner, 
upon advice of the architect, also offers prospective 
tenants the use of a moderate amount of movable 
steel partitions and a floor covered with carpet. The 
architect then benignly sits back and sincerely believes 
that tenants from all walks of life and all types of 
business and professions can merely move their 
furnishings and papers in, order a telephone install
ation, and begin to live happily ever after.

Along comes a tenant for the major share of the 
building. The tenant asks the architect questions 
such as these:
1. What course do I follow if the functions carried 
on in my many and varied departments and rooms 
do not fit F>erfectly into your building’s 3 feet 1 inch 
by 6 feet 2 inch module?
2. What do I do with the 150-foot candles of beauti
fully reflected and prismatic fluorescent light that 
marches all over ever>’ square inch of the building’s 
ceiling, if I want to have an incandescent conversa
tion or carry out some other function requiring light 
of a different nature, drama, intensity, and psycholo
gical value than the standard luminosity?

The architect’s answer is not defensive. It stems 
from a sincere attitude that the integrity of the ex
terior appearance must be maintained. “Surely a few 
sacrifices, such as renting up to 15% more space 
to overcome the arbitrary losses incurred by the 
module, e.g. partition location restrictions, is not too 
much to ask as a price for the visual order which 
results. Any functions requiring variations in the 
lighting system should certainly be placed away from 
the perimeter of the building. Why should an exec
utive not like to work in an office with such marvel
ous lights?”

There is a serious fallacy in this dictatorship of 
the arbitrarily beautiful exterior. Its sanctity in the 
history of recent architecture is the cause for concern: 
why can we not achieve equal beauty of exterior 
after the man on the inside can do what he needs 
to do, without penalty or observance of art purely 
for art’s sake?

ity.
►n the other hand, to pick up where w-e left off, 

growth of such self-contained, all-embracing 
Titectural and engineering firms, with depart- 
its for every specialization, is in some respects a 
•ked advantage in controlling the total architect- 
l environment and improving its quality. Theo- 
cally, by bringing together under one roof archi- 
s, structural engineers, space planners, interior 
gners, decorators, communications experts, et al., 
hoiild provide cohesion and integrity in every pro- 
. Sometimes it does, but the weakness in these 
umbrella systems is that in more instances than 
too many important details of functional planning 
interior design efficiency give way to the “big 

ure.
iterprofessional problems arise on two scores: 
’he client makes available to the creative team 
mited number of dollars. The economics of the 
iness impells the architectural-engineering or- 
izations to go after the whole package. 2. On 
ther level, but related, are the interprofessional 

and hostilities that arise over the basic 
;tion of what a building is for. For example, 
iild the modular continuity of the structure, its 
gration of systems, be the over-riding consider- 
in? Or is it more important that the struc- 
? should be de.signed so that the people who occupy 
•ill feel that it furthers their individual vocational 
lirements, at the same time that it enables them 
void severe visual and physical regimentation? 
ow can these considerations be reconciled, and 
he same time, how can the variance of goals which 
ei ates interprofessional conflicts be eliminated? 
ne area of contact that can conceivably bring 
ut useful compromises between architect and 
rior planner-designer is that which concerns in- 
or elements that can be seen from the outside, 
lost always, the interior planner has to give way 
his area, frequently in ways that adversely affect 
optimum use of the interior. Let’s examine a 

cal instance of such conflict and extract from 
moral for the future methodology: A building 
been planned by a world famous architectural 

:i for a prominent site in Washington, D.C. The 
ding is to be rented, by a tenant or tenants un- 
\vn at the time of building design. The architect 
L'cives and prepares plans for an extremely hand- 
0 structure which in his mind is ideal for all 
jpants. The building is really a vastly clever and

9f

The architect will get no opposition from the in
terior designer about the value of beauty. The interior 
specialist is equally eager to share in the creation of 
a flawless success. Perhaps the criteria of the interior 
are more tangible and difficult for the architect to 
comprehend than the disciplines of esthetically in
tegrated, structural, mechanical, and architectural 
systems. But if he has patience and can discuss the 
flexibilities of the interior with a competent and 
serious interior planner before he commits himself 
to his grand design, it should emerge more interest
ing and more esthetically satisfying than any facade 
alone could be. (To be continued)

Ic No. 21 on product information card 29



Shotcrooms

ers NEW YORK HEADQUARTEn

The new Genera] Fireproofing she 
room opened its doors to the trade ai 
its windows to public view in an avar 
garde move to promote better offi 
design. Located on the lobby level 
New York City’s busy Pan Am buil 
ing the showroom itself is an effort 
project the story of progressive ofR 
planning not only to industry inside 
but also to the business executive pa: 
ing by its open windows.

GF called upon celebated archiU't 
designer Eliot Noyes to create a sho 
case for new concepts of office desii 
rather than simply a display space i 
furniture lines. Architect Noyes trar 
lated the client's requirement by e 
pressing the up-to-date image of C 
and its products in a unique .soluti 
of space and setting.

Dramatizing its spatial feeling, mo 
ing panels have been suspended fre 
ceiling tracks and decorated with br 
liantly colored graphics by Ivan Chi 
mayeff. Chermayeff, a member of 1 
board of trustees of the Museum 
Modem Art, has been recognized pi 
licly for his outstanding graphic dcsig 
The carefully chosen colors of the livi 
panels become an integrating factor i 
the entire showroom, while also dividi 
the large areas visually.

The lighting, too, incorporates inr 
vation. To complement the natural lig 
of a window wall, spots are ren-ss 
at intervals in the ceiling that bathe t 
showroom in soft light. For dran 
others are concealed in black recess 
channels between the supporting pilla 
The band of black continues down t 
sides of the columns forming a bo 
architectural design.

Plainly visible to the public, a lar 
reception area has been set up to su 
gest an actual office. The modern to 
of the showroom is foreshadowed 
the front entrance doors and the grapl 
handling of the small show window T 
side it where the GF logo is reproduc 
in kinetic three-dimensional effects 
superimposed reds and greens. Fn 
this entrance area, the main showroi 
proceeds through localized areas of fi 
niture groupings. Beyond are the ma 
agerial offices, conference room, pla 
ning and general sales departmen 
each treated to fit the character of t 
area's use. (C)

30 Circle No. 22 on product information J
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On the'eleventh floor of The Merchandise Mart, Chicago, you will find qualified profes
sional consultation...competent dependable service, up-to-the-minute styles...and an 
outstanding selection of the leading contract suppliers. This is the exceptional combi
nation established by the Contract Manufacturers Association especially for the use of 
contract designers, architects, dealers and their clients. There is nothing else like it.

i-

i

Adanlock^Jamestown Corp.
0. Ames Company 
Kenneth R. Baker & Associates 

B. Brody Seating Company 

Browne-Morse Company 

The Buckstaff Company 

Carolina Seating Company 
Charlotte Chair Company 

Chicago Hardware Foundry Co. 
Commercial Carpet Corp.

Condi Division,
Pacific Fum. Mfg. Co.

De Luxe Metal Products 

Paul L Dodds Company 

Drexel Enterprises, Inc. 

Duo-Bed Corporation 

Empire State Chair Company 

R. J. Fuller Associates 

The Globe Wernicke Company 

Harter Corporation 
The Howell Company 

Imperial Desk Co.. Inc.

The Johnson Chair Company 

Johnson Plastic Tops, Inc.

Knoll Associates,Inc.
Krueger Metal Products

Madison Furniture Ind. 

Milwaukee Chair Company 
Moselle Meals. Inc.

Myrtle Desk Co., Inc.

Peerless Steel Equipment Co. 

Peter Pepper Products 

R-Way Furniture Co.

Robert John Company 

Royalmetal Corporation 

Schiage Lock Company 

Shelby Williams Industries, Inc.

Specialized Contract 
Interiors. Ltd.
Steelcase Inc.

Stow i Davis Furniture Company 
Superior Sleeprite Corp.

Taylor Chair Company 

Tri-Par Manufacturing Co.

Troy Sunshade Company 

Vicrtex Sates Corp. of Illinois

Victory Upholstered 
Seating Company

Virtue Bros. Manufacturing Co. 

Watson Manufacturing Co.
The Weinberg Corporation 
Richard Winter ^sociates

e •k

I

•A
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CONTRACT NEWS

Howard Brandston Lighting Dksign, Inc. is 
newly organized company that will specialize in t 
design of lighting for commercial, retail, and instit 
tional installations. The new offices are located at 
West 28 Street, New York City.

Herman Miller Inc., Zeeland. Mich, has formed 
subsidiary company, Herman Miller of Canada, Li 
with headquarters at 152 Bentworth Ave., Toron 
T. G Hanson is vice pre.sident and general manag 
of the Canadian office.

Design International, a new firm that will off 
outside contracting services in design and develo 
ment, is a subsidiary of Western Service & Sup{ 
Co., Seattle. The new divi.sion will coordinate interi 
de.sign. food facility engineering, construction, fi 
nishing and fixture procurement for Western Servi 
& Supply to independent hotels, club, restaurants a 
other commercial properties. Heretofore, the orgai 
zation had been respon.sible for properties of Westo 
International Hotels, its parent company.

B. Brody Seating Co., Chicago, has purchased 21,0 
square feet of land to expand operations of ite sv 
sidiary, J. L. Metz Furniture Co., Hammond, Ind.

Howell Design Associates, New York industrial a: 
interior de.signer, has reorganized under the name 
Howell Design Corp. James A. Howell continues 
president of the firm.

International Design Center has been purchas 
by Martin Lowitz, Los Angeles art dealer and realt 
who will maintain full control of the Los Ange 
exhibit center.

Timbertone Decorative Co. has opened its 
26,000 factory in Nassau Crossways Industrial Pai 
W'oodbury, L.I.

Saphier. Lerner, Schindler, Inc., New York 
design firm, has opened ite new Manhattan heJ 
quarters on the eleventh floor of 600 Madison AvenJ

Straus-Dhparquet. Inc,, institutional kitchen desi 
and equipment firm, has combined it.s operations w 
the Maxwell Co., leader in the hotel, motel, insti 
tional design and furnishings industry. As of April 
the two firms have integrated their offices in N 
York, Miami, Los Angeles. Chicago and St. Pete 
burg. Irving E. Greenfield, president of Straus-I 
parquet, stated that the two organizations are « 
pected to merge in the near future.

Burlington Industries. Inc. has acquired Gl< 
Furniture Co., High Point furniture manufactur 
Globe is completing a new plant into which it plans 
move in July. No change of management and orga 
zation is expected due to the shift of Globe’s own 
ship.

Sharon-Krob-Murray, New York city architectu 
firm, has relocated its offices to 30 East 40 StreCirrle No. 23 on product information card
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f greatest thing to hit the college campus since the forward pass; the University Lounge 
>up by Madison provides the ruggedness needed for the most demanding of seating 
ations. Culminating ten years of research and development, designer Douglas Ben- 
t and Madison offer this unique collection that welcomes the natural exuberance 
youth in fraternities, children's areas, public spaces or wherever the wear is tough.

VI^0NITCat inarsTaiKii
3I04S

Showrooms: Dallas, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle, Minneapolis and Miami

Circle No. 24 on product information card
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PEOPLE
Donald W. Thomas, Jr. haa been elected to the 
board of directors of Desks. Inc.

Dorothy Olson has joined Metropolitan Furniture 
to provide interior planning service to West Coast 
manufacturers. She will be available to contract fur
nishers, architects, and dealers to assist with all 
phases of interior planning.

Roman Gilbert has been promoted to the position 
of project director of Saphier, Lemer. Schindler, Inc., 
New York-based apace planning and design firm,

George H. Heywood. Jr. has been named president 
of the Heywood-Wakefield Co., and John Heywood 
has been named to the new post of executive vice 
president.

Ernest Hahn has been appointed sales representa
tive for No-Sag Spring Co. in Florida. He also rep
resents Middletown Manufacturing Co., Inc. Both 
companies are wholly owned subsidiaries of American 
Metal Products Co.

Wh
there 
are , people
around.

ere

Corridors don't need carpeting. 
Coffeehounds do. Less slipping, 
less noise. More ol the friendly 
atmosphere that comes with "Sfoney 
Lone" by Welter Corpet Mil Is. Becouse 

“Stoney Lone" is made with 100% 
nylon—Allied Chemicol 

Engineered. This continuous filament 
nylon is specially engineered for 
commercial conditions. Wear-tested 
to take constant traffic in its stride. 
Because it shuns spots ond stains, 
daily vacuuming keeps it brilliont. 
Maintenonce costs are lower! For 
free booklet, call (212) HA 2-7300, 
Ext. 444, or write: Allied Chemical 
Corporation, Fibers Division,
Allied Chemical Tower, No. 1 Times 
Squore, New York, N.Y. 10036.

I Richard Martins has been named to the new posi- 
! tion of public relations manager for Commercial Car

pet Corp.

j James F. Wilson has been elected vice president 
I of sales of the Alexander Smith carpet division of 
I Mohasco Industries. Mr. Wilson succeeds Robert W. 

HowisoN, who is retiring from that position.

William N. DeMartine has been named New York 
district sales manager for the building products divi
sion of American Cyanamid Co.

Lain Gordon has joined Western Contract Furnish
ers, Inc. as design consultant in the Sacramento
office.

George A. Baio has been named manager of interior 
design and planning at Xerox Corp.

Wilson M. Whaley has been named corporate re- 
sep.rch and technical planning director for Burlington 
Industries, Inc.

Richard U. Scott, formerly eastern division manager 
of Kirsch Co., has been appointed to the position 
of drapery hardware sales manager. William C. 
Hankermeyer, Kirsch’s southwestern division 
ger, will replace Mr. Scott as eastern division 
ger. Jack C. Madden, formerly sales manager of 
Kirsch’s Deco drapery hardware division, has been 
appointed to fill the post vacated by Mr. Hankermeyer.

put
Walter
carpet

mana-
mana-

Hollis S. Baker

Hollis S. Baker, chairman of the executive commit
tee of Baker Furniture Inc., Grand Rapids, Mich., 
died of a heart attack on June 12. Mr. Baker had been 
president and chairman of the board of Baker Furni
ture for the past 40 years, and at the time of his 
death had just completed an extensive volume. Fur
niture in the Ancient World, scheduled for publica
tion in October.

Circle No. 25 on product information card 35
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MERCHANDISE MART

TO LAUNCH INTERNATIONAL SH01

IN MARCH 1967

The Merchandise Mart. Chicago, has annount 
plans for an international contract show, to t; 
place March 20-22, 1967. Called Intercon I, and 
scribed as The First International Contract Exp< 
tion & Congress, the show will be devoted to an 
hibition of interior furnishings for commercial i 

, institutional use, and will include a “Product 
j Congress” for communication and informati 

I where people from every international market 
gather.

Intercon I will be planned with guidance t 
counsel from a board of advisors numbering nea 
one hundred national and international expo 

i Among them are; Clyde Dixon, president of Innkt 
ers Supply; Clarence Scheps, executive vice pvesic; 
of National Association of College & Univtf'i-: 
Business Officers; John E. Forsberg, housing offi 
University of Oklahoma and president of Assrn 
tion of College & University Housing Office 
Bert C. Ahrens, executive secretary of National 

, sociation of Educational Buyers; Bill Katavo 
chairman, industrial design department of Pars 

I Institute; Arthur Davis, member of esthetics C( 
! mittee of AIA; Albert Christ-Janer, dean of 

school, Pratt Institute.
, In announcing plans for the show, which ^ 
I contain institutional displays, model offices, ho; 

tal rooms, etc., and about 60 educational sessi( 
W. 0. Oilman, general manager of the Mart, poin 
out that the contract furnishings industry had 

' perienced an explosive growth over the past 
years, with annual sales estimated running 
yond $5 million, but it has lacked a means of t( 
communication between the design and product 
facilities of the industry and its diverse custom

Intercon I will be held in the Merchandise M 
and McCormick Place. Manufacturers with sh 
rooms in the Mart will exhibit there, and those 
do not have space in the Mart will exhibit 
McCormick Place. Seminars and all educational ; 

j sions will take place between 8:00 A. M, and n 

I each of the three days. Exhibits will open at noon 
close at 6:00 P.M.

More than $250,000 has been budgeted by the I/. 
for Intercon I, according to Oilman. Monthly dii 
mail programs and display ads in more than th 
trade publications are planned. The Mart will m 
available various visual aids including logos ( 
cut) to manufacturers for use in ads and other 
motional programs.

9 colors - Rayon fabric: 6 colors - U. S. Naugahyde Chromata,

3200 SeriesKrueger's New
UPHOLSTERED ARM CHAIR

The center of attraction wherever it goes 
— in the office, home or institution — 
Krueger's New 3200 Upholstered Arm 
Chair defights the decorative with its 
smart styling, pleases the practical with 
its durability, and welcomes the weary to 
all the comforts of foam. Shell is contour- 
molded fiberglass with foam-cushioned |H 

seat, arm and backrest support areas. 
Upholstery is colorful, deep-textured fab- ^ 
ric or U.S. Naugahyde Chromata smartly 
tailored and sealed to the shell. Whether < 
with chrome or black satin tubular steel 
legs — or brushed aluminum swivel/ped- ^ 

estal base, the New Krueger 3200-U Arm 
Chair is the standout in any seating crowd.
See it live, and in color, at your dealer or 
nearest Krueger Showroom.

No. 3205-U 
PEDESTAL BASE

metal products company* green bay, WIS • SAGOS 

SHOWROOMS: Chieigo - 11S4 Merchandise Marl; Les Anfales - 8815 Beverly Blvd.

(C)Circle No. 26 on product infurmalion card
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ndiculous
his is Pennwood. It is Robert John’s lowest priced line of office 
iture. And people tell us we're being ridiculous to put so much 
rt into something that costs so little.
hey can’t understand why we pay so much attention to design, 
cture, and detailing. These desks, they say, are for secretaries, 
ig executives and general offices. So why bother making them 
»ak and oak as well as walnut? And why protect key wear spots 
Densedge fibre stripping? And why, for crying out loud, do we 

all that work into the finish? Other mass-use furniture gets away 
a lot less than Pennwood.

So why have drawers that adapt to either letter or legal sized 
files? And isn't the steel track, nylon roller suspension drawer only 
for expensive furniture? And why put touch latches on credenza 
doors when pulls are cheaper? And why bother .engineering a chair 
for support and just the right amount of comfort? Why design it to 
win design awards? Why? Why? Why?

Other people don’t design their budget lines to look new twenty 
years from now. They don't even waste time putting their famous 
labels on it. So why do we bother?

Don't be ridiculous. Why do you think Pennwood sells so well?

ROBERT JOHN
ROBERT JOHN COMPANY ■ 821 NORTH SECOND ST.. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

|'05 £. 63B0 ST.. NEW YORK, N.Y. • 1120 MDSE. MART. CHICAGO. ILL • DESIGN CENTER. 8899 BEVERLY BLVO., LOS ANGELES. CALIF. ■ 330 DECORATIVE CENTER. DALLAS.' EX. ■ 611 FERNa'nDEE JUNCOS, SAKTURCE, PUERTO RICO



with XT- or 18''-deep shelves,We make 29', 42', or 60' bookcases.

\ .

or even glass doors,or locking steel doors.or closed with non-locking steel doors.

in any of ten wild colors 
(counting white).

* If you like these Borroughs bookcases, you should see 
the rest of our line (including the rich-looking cre- 
denza you can form by combining a couple of our 
bookcases or lateral file cabinets with cither our six- 

eight-foot long walnut-finished laminated plastic 
tops). Where? At your nearest Borroughs dealer. Or 
write us for our new catalog at 3000 N. Burdick Street, 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49003.

and umpteen other things*,with or without backs.

or

Borroughsr™
Division, American Metal Products Company ■■■■■ ■
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eyes

New York Coliseum / National show and
convention sponsored by 

Contract MagazineApril 25-27,1967

For space reservations:
JERRY BROWN, NATIONAL EXPOSITIONS COMPANY, INC. 
14 WEST 40th STREET, N.Y., N.Y. 10018 / 212 564-8714

Circle No. 44 on product information card
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New Textured Travertine Marlite
.\iK)tlier Marlite Decorator Ruieling vvitli texture you can see and feel

for years, protected by a baked satin-stone finish t 
wipes clean with a damp cloth. When Marlite goes 
maintenance costs practically disappear.

Create more beautiful interiors by using Marlite, 
Decorator Paneling. Consult Sweet’s File or write Mar 
Division of Masonite Corporation, Department ■ 
Dover, Ohio.

Touch it— you can feel the texture of magnificent new 
Marlite Textured Travertine. Wash it—you can't harm 
the beauty of Marlite's exclusive soil proof plastic finish.

Textured Travertine Marlite captures all the warmth 
and luxury of rare, imported marble. You can feel every 
surface detail characteristic of this costly stone.

And Marlite Textured Travertine stays new-looking

plastic-finished paneling
ANOTHER OUALITV PRODUCT OF MASONITE* RESEARCH

PwktCMcwto). imnel>«a>»< ll9B6rMl SeuI• &T SiMlh Pl»c*. Cimbride*. Mtu. (Stag • 464e J*n* Placa, M»liUARtlTE BRANCH OFFICES ANO WAREHOUSES' int Blvd., N.W.. AtlanU. C«o>ail
PwtMy.Gnn«PraHii(D»llu).T«i«7S0U-7TT-13MhA*«.. San Uwtdco.C*!. MTS'1822 Pl<oM« SI.. UMi,MAiLMAoo«lw},Cw.aaB3e-3» Windsor Am.,Mln«ola. LI. (N*»YcH01W1-2«40SMhA*t. So..ScattlA.War'-.
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Meeting of the mindls.

Innovation. Environment. Service.
The«e ore thoughts you live by.
So <io we. With you in mind.
Take this chair for instance.
It's new. With mony innovations.
But it’s just one of some 50 SteelcoM 
chairs which respected architects have 

used in noteworthy office instollotions. 
In other items of office furniture, tee, 

your Steelcase representative can offer 
an impressive number of choices to fil 

your aesthetic and functional coiKepts. 
Most important, though, is what he 
can do to make your job easier.
He doesn't just talk service.

He gives it. The kind you like.
And that we’d (ike to tell you obout. 

Why don’t you get in touch with 
Steelcose? Now. While your mind is on 
innovation and environment. Arul 

service. Write Dept. K.

STEELCASE INC., Grand Sopids, MieSigai 
Lor Anoalw, CjIi(. • Canadxn SImImm Co.. LAL, CrL 

Ollices an4 Showroom]- New York • 0>>coi}0 * AthwSo 
los Angete] • Grand Rapid] ■ St. louii * yhitartifpMa 
Oollas * Por'iand, Oregon • Onlorio • Quebec,
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Some great things 
happened to 

Architrac 
last year

rSfS^C.
II

\nt**h:
at 1

Chicago's naw Civic Ceme>

Here are 1,601 of them.
aluminum to blend with aluminum window casing 
They work easily with any weight fabric. And. for mot 
window area, only Architrac lets draperies pack all th 
way back to the ends of the track.

Some styles have ball bearing carriers. On har 
traverse models, edges are coated with Teflon* to ci 
friction as much as 70%. On dual-channel track styh 
cords run in a separate channel and cannot sag.

You'll find more details about this quality line ( 
drapery hardware in Sweet's, Sec
tion 18F. Or write for our free 
catalog. Kirsch Company, Sturgis.
Michigan 49091.

*Tndtnurk ol E. (. DuPont do Nomoun ft Co.. Inc.

They used that many Architrac® drapery hardware sets 
in Chicago's Civic Center. And a lot more went into new 
buildings all over the country. Architrac sales are six times 
what they were two years ago. Why do so many architects 
specify this patented, extruded aluminum traverse track?

For one thing, styles are available for any type of 
installation: recessed in plaster or acoustical tile; wall or 
casing, ceiling—even cubicles and closets. If you want 
to control the exterior appearance of a building, specify 
a perimeter Installation of Architrac (tenants can indi
vidualize interior treatments while maintaining a uniform 
appearance from the outside).

All nine styles of Architrac are of anodized extruded
KirscN
DRAPERY HARDWARl

Circle No. 32 on product information card
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All of these beds
have two things

in common1

nental bed with rectangular panels 
and straight legs. Continental bed base (adaptable to most 

types of headboards and footboards).

Sofa/bed closed for daytime. Sofa/bed open for sleeping.

the most important of which is comfort.
he second is No-Sag® Springs. (And don't you 
link arranging things in that order didn’t take 
straint.)
Actually, one means the other. Because comfort i 
hat we’re selling. And that depends 
g posture, not the type or style of bed.
No-Sag Springs keep the spine straight by not only 

ipporting the body but conforming to it. And that’s 
ue of every bed/frame assembly we make. For hospi

tals, colleges, prisons, institutions, hotels and motels.
make sleeping all it’s supposed to be. Drop 

us a line. Tell us your requirements and we’ll send you 
formation. No-Sag Spring Company, Department 

C-766,124 W. State Fair, Detroit, Michigan 48203.

Let ussome

IS in
correct sleep-on

Subsidiary, American Metal Products Company i
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SHOE DEPARTMENT AT WOODWARD & LOTHROP, WHEATON PLAZA. MO,

■f tv COVNIlt STOOL
CMOSEH ST
tATMONO LOEWY-wailAM SHAITM.
FOS RICH'S
ATLANTA. SEOROIA

OCS 9U SlOE CH*m
SELECTED TOM USE AT

MARSKALL field 4 COMRANT. CHICA40.

BEia 9 BENCH
DESIGNATED BY JOHN WANAMAKCB FOR

JOHN WANAMAKER. KING OF PRUSSIA. PA

SOC.9 STOOL 
NAMED BT

RATMOND LOCWrWILLIAM SNAITK. INC 
FOR FAMOUS BARR, ST LOUIS 

(ST ANN. MO I

OCA 9U ARM CHAIR'
SPECIFIED eve J BREYER 4 ASSOCIATES 
FOR eONWiT TELLER. CHICAGO

FOR THE MANY MOODS OF STORES...
MoJId s most dramatjcally successful contract group is undoubtedly Line 9. 

Store planners everywhere look to its smart adaptability for all kinds of 
departments. You’ll see Line 9 in shoe salons, millinery departments, 
restaurants, waiting rooms, lounges, on fashion floors.. .everywhere, 

in fact, that welcoming comfort, top quality, and low 
maintenance are wanted. Of strong tubular steel 

creatively designed to suggest rattan. Line 9 is as 
enduring as it is elegant. Write for illustrated catalogue.

Molla Contract Co., Inc.,
425 E. 53 St., New York, N. Y. 10022 

(212) PL 1-3788 moiiaFU RNITURE
Circle No. 31 on product information card
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Contract carpeting has to be practical. Easy care and greater foot
step mileage are musts too. And lasting beauty is very important. 
That's a lot to ask from one carpet. So be sure you specify the onea satisfying
that has the right answers — Hardwick Carpets.

answer Hardwick rates first with carpet particulars who won't settle 
for second best. That's why the Gate of Spain Restaurant. 
Long Beach, California, specified Hardwick for their lounge. 
And that's why we created this striking all wool wilton to comple-to satisfy
ment the Spanish motif.the Spanish No matter what your contract needs — Hardwick, the compact 
carpet mill, fills them fast. With scores of decorator colors and 
popular patterns. With speedy delivery. With custom carpeting toinfluence
meet your specifications. And at a better edge on price, too.

HARDWICK & MAGEE CO.
L«tiigh Av«. at 7th St., Phila., Pa. 19133
Gentleman: Please send me your new “Carpet SelCLl.
. . , the contract carpet guide prepared as a Hardwii 
professional service. Find $1.00 enclosed.

-----------------------
Firm N«m»------

Send Sl.OO for Hardwick’s new "Carpet Selector” . . 
In Hardwick's "Selector" are ACTUAL CARPET SWATCHES 
showing today's newest and moat popular contract 
qualities to help you demonstrate carpeting 
dramatically, professionally and effectively.

HARDWICK & MAGEE CO. ^
Lehigh Avenue at 7th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19133 
Chicago > Dallas • Detroit • New York • San Francisco • Los Angeles

Addrc"'
.Zone. .State.City.

Circle No. 36 on product information card
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Here he comes again for the 43rd time today.



But that’s what Goodall Fabrics are here for.

B«tt of all Goodall Fabrics are en
gineered to the exacting standards of 
Buriingten Industries.

So up and at 'em gentlemen. Call 20t> 
554-6228. We'll shew you whot Goodall 
Fabrics ore here for...and why they're 
here to stoy.

Goodall Fabrics, 1430 Broadway, 
New York, N. Y. 10018, A Deportment 
of Burlington Industries.

use...in offices and theaters, buses and 
airplanes I

They're beoutifully styled to coordi
nate with each other in multiple color 
effects and plains as well as with any 
interior decor from boots to boutiques.

And Goodall Fabrics (available in 
minimum "half-piece" orders) are 
uniquely priced to make fashion o vol
ume item.

Up, down, turn, twist, scrunch. Forty 
times a day ond sometimes more, active 
office furniture takes a beating.

But woven Goodall Fabrics love it. In 
fact they positively "bloom" under pres
sure.

But that's only part of our "pitch. 
Goodall Fabrics are tailored expressly 

for the contract field. They're built to last 
without showing wear under the hardest

it

ALL OOOOALL FABRICS HAVE SCOTCHOAIID BRAND STAIN RCRCULSR.
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WALL PANELING
A GUIDE TO THE ENORMOUS ARRAY OF WALL TREATMENTS 
AVAILABLE TO THE CONTRACT SPECIFIER—NATURAL ANDINTERIOR

ARCHITECTURE SYNTHETIC MATERIALS. OPAQUE AND TRANSLUCENT PANELS, 
BUDGET AND LUXURY BACKGROUNDS.

la
BY IRVING LEOS

Paneling and prestige are closely linked in the public mind. 
The first augury of status confronting the viewer of a bank 
president's office often is the wall paneling. But while the lay
man thinks of luxury, the specifier thinks also of ease of main
tenance, and of long-term economy. When these, plus the 
esthetic factors, are considered, a seemingly extravagant panel
ing installation often shapes up as a shrewd buy.

In paneling as in furniture and in building construction, there 
is a valid plea to be entered for the use of natural materials. 
One cannot deny the subtly vibrant appeal, for example, of 
book-matched wood veneers, hand-rubbed to a luster expressive 
of woodlife itself: or of a wall finished in split travertine, its 
sculptured cascade car^^ed by skillful lighting.

But when the client is budget-minded, such wall treatments 
may appear extravagant, especially when plastic simulations of 
natural materials, lower in cost and having minimal maintenance 
requirements, abound. (It is interesting to note that when plas
tics are used in their own ri^t rather than in imitation of some
thing else, the initial cost often approximates that of the more 
luxurious natural materials, like rosewood, marble.)

Chemistry and technology have made it possible to improve 
on nature in significant respects. Today one can surround him
self with synthetics expressive of the artfulness of nature: plas
tic furniture recreating the beauty of wood; wall panels simu
lating fine marbles or veneers; translucent partitions in which all 
manner of ferns, foliage, and fabrics are embedded. In all these, 
the wonders of nature are preserved, protected, enhaiiced even, 
by synthetics.

How do you like your wood? In the vinyl version, p.lyester, 
melamine, or straight? Today there are textured woodgrain

■ PROBLEMS
■ PROCEDURES
■ PRODUCTS

P.Y 1966 49



WALL PANELING

available unfinished, prefinished, tex
tured, and plastic-clad.

More than 60 prefinished hardwood 
panelings are offered by E. L. Bruce 
Co., in the standard 4'x8'xV4" size. 
Newest among these are the Hunts
man, Sylvan, and Lauan stylings. Sug
gested for accent walls. Huntsman has 
up to 22 separate face veneers in each 
panel, which is cross-scored dramati
cally. Supplied in pecan, cherry, and 
walnut. Sylvan resembles Huntsman, 
but is not cross-scored. Supplied in 7', 
8' and 10' sizes, in the above woods, 
plus elm, birch, and oak. Lauan re
sembles Sylvan and is supplied in 
three shades: Laguna, a soft sand 
color: Bacarra, a lich walnut tone, and 
Mindoro, a neutral tan. Huntsman and 
Sylvan are described as medium- 
priced panels; Lauan as an economy 
grade.

Current headliners in the extensive 
Georgia-Pacific plywood panel line 
are G-P Inlaid Paneling and G-P 
Gold Crest Paneling, both of which 
offer the visual effect of 16" planking. 
The Inlaid line features mostly flat- 
sliced veneers, which are book matched 
on three sections per 4' wide panel, 
with inlaid strips measuring about 
wide separating the sections. An inlaid 
strip is at one edge of each panel, for 

Probably the most familiar and widely balanced installation. V-grooves, ac- 
used panel type is the plywood panel.

panels available in all the above plas
tics, and many of the bona fide wood 
panels have plastic finishes.

Marble, perhaps? The fastidious may 
travel to Italy, to select at firsthand 
the marble for a lobby or a restaurant. 
Yet Alitalia’s ticket office in Boston 
is paneled in a polye.ster simulation 
of marble, lighter in weight than the 
real thing, and easier to maintain.

Since today one rarely builds or re
models a structure to last forever: 
since walls grow thinner and lighter; 
since change is the constant of the 
current climate, and cost is often cru
cial—thin, lightweight paneling, speed
ily obtained and installed, decoratively 
versatile, economical, is eminently 
apropos.

Nor is versatility limited to decora
tive aspects alone. Translucent and 
transparent panels may be back
lighted to add depth and luminosity 
to otherwi.se cramped and sombre 
quarters. Acoustical wallboard lowers 
noise levels while providing a decora
tive wall surface. Ceramic mosaics come 
in shapes to conform with curving wall 
contours. These are just three of the 
possibilities discussed in detail below.

Plywood panel

cent-finished, are u.sed at each joint

Real pecan wood, rval knots, and > 
darkstained grooves characterize Chr 
(top). Ceorgia-Pacific’s hardwood 
wood. Real copper strips are 
inches on center in vintage fir plyi 
paneling (above), also by G-P. The i 
is called "the pecky cypress of the u 
because of its natural perforations. C 
No. 83.

Latest styles in E. L. Bruce Co.’s lines u^oUs, and Sylvan (right), in o number of
of BrucePly finished hardwood panels finishes. Both wide-groove styles have
include Huntsman (left), ideal for accent matching prefinished trim. Circle No. 82.
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i<‘t>€ Walnut (above), one of sia; Regen- 
random hardboard panels by Barclay 

ts factory finished, comes in three 
i.’i sizes. Jias matched moldings. Circle

86.

between the inlaid strip and the sec
tions. Typical combinations; walnut- 
pecan inlay; elm-walnut inlay; heir
loom cherry-walnut inlay; with dis
tressed finish; pecan-walnut inlay; 
golden Amazon maple; inlaid Con
tinental elm. Representative retail 
prices: from $14.34 for golden Amazon 
maple to $29.75 for walnut-pecan in
lay (4x8')-

G-P Gold Crest paneling has con- 
tiasting V/' channels 16" on center to 
accent the selected face veneers. G-P 
offers a variety of colored tapes which 
may be applied to the grooves, for 
color coordination with other interior 
elements if desired. Pecan, golden elm, 
distressed heirloom cheri'y and wal
nut are below the $30 price range. For 

g the caviar clientele, rosewood is avail
able at about $96 per 4x8'.

The finish on both the above as well 
as on all G-P plywood panelings ex
cept the economy grade is G-P’s 
Acryglas, a catalyzed resin finish de
signed to give the appearance of a 
hand-rubbed oil finish. It reduces flame 
spread up to 50 pei-cent as compared 
to untreated veneers. Fire-retardant- 
treated panels also may be ordered.

Other G-P plywood panels include 
Style IV paneling, with V-grooves 4" 
on center: Chateau and Chateau Knot
ty. with extra-wide random V-grooves: 
Premium and Accented, V-grooved on 
veneer joints; and Economy, which 
has a catalyzed resin finish, though 
not with the Acryglas name.

At no increase in cost over stock 
hardwood panels, G-P offers sequence- 
matched panels, made up from flitch 
selections the specifier can choose at 
the local G-P distribution outlet. Also 
at no additional cost, veneer matching 
may be snocified. Among the more 

id ftakeboard backing. Circle No. 85. prevalent matching methods: book;

diamond; reverse diamond; slip; check
erboard; four piece butt and center.

For seekers of the exotic, J. H. Mon- 
teath Co. offers foreign and domestic 
hardwoods, in lumber, veneer, or ply
wood, ranging fi-om applewood to zebra. 
At the Monteath showrooms in the 
Bronx. New York City, discriminating 
wood fanciers come to examine flitches, 
choosing veneers to be applied to varied 
core mateiials: particle board; lum
ber; fire-retardant core. Monteath 
will furnish specific flitches for ex
amination in an architect’s or interior 
designer’s office when required. Some 
of the more mellifluous names: Avo- 
dire; Bubinga; Cocobolo: Grenadilla; 
Imbuya; Makore; Peroba; Sapeli.

Nearly 90 different styles of Weld- 
wood prefinished plywood paneling are 
offered by United States Plywood. 
These are in three price groups: Gold 
Label, in Classic, De Luxe, and Chart
er: Blue Label, in Craftsman, Samara, 
and Suidwood: Red Label, in Trade 
Winds and Hearthside (woodgrained 
hardboard).

Weldwood Architectural Paneling 
includes Architectural Blueprint 
Matched Paneling (made to specifica
tions): Architectural Panel Sets; Al- 
goma Grade Panels: Flame-Retardant 
Panels. Architectural panels and doors 
can be ordered surfaced with Perma- 
gard vinyl.

All Weldwood Prefinished Paneling 
except Classic and Surfwood is avail
able in V-Plank style, with random 
plank effect, V-grooved. Classic and 
Surfwood panels have V-grooves eight 
inches apart. Flush style panels, 
grooved faces, available in some spec
ies. Also available are Weldwood 
Reedv-to-Finish Decorative Panels in 
varied woods, thicknesses, and sizes. 
Textured panels include Weldtex—

is
I

t

I

Plywood’s movable wall (center) fea- 
.•i teak Weldwood panels, matching 

■ and transom, and snap-out pilasters, 
■fr,i/njmetal Co. o^ices. Circle No. 84. un-

'■iHifpd Ven-O-Wood panel (above). 
0 by Long-Bell Div. of International 
■r Co., is 7iat«rol wood veneer bonded
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Duiasan available on special order.gested. The batten system is recom
mended for light commercial and in
stitutional applications. Batten strips plied in eight fade-resistant colJ

Four woodgrain patterns also I

striated plywood, and Surfwood— 
highly textured white fir, both 5/16" 
thick.

textured, weave-like surface is sJ

be surface-mounted or flush-may
mounted, come in etched aluminum, 
brass or gun-metal anodized alumi-

. Textolite cover strips, wide, Fiberglas acoustical wallboard fa 
with adhesive backing, are inserted

available.
Owens-Corning Fiberglas make:Laminates

Vertical surfacing grades of melamine 
laminates are gaining growing accept
ance among contract specifiers, because 
of their combination of esthetic and 
functional properties. Among these are 
FoiTnica’s V.I.P. (vertical interior pan
eling), and the vertical grades of Gen
eral Electric’s Textolite.

Formica’s V.I.P., 7/16" thick, has a 
laminate veneered to a 3 8"

num with a Fiberglas-reinforced vinyl 
a woodgrain design. Hiermal

ai*e deseri
into batten faces.

Coordination possibilities offered by acoustical performance 
the laminates are extensive: not only as superior to wood.

Videne, polyester plastic by Golmay the designer match, blend, or con
trast wall panels with furniture and 
countertops, but the variety of batten 
cover strips, and of spline patterns and 
colors, permit considerable latitude in 
developing decorative accents with 
these two systems particularly. In ad
dition, doors and frames surfaced with 
Textolite are available for use with

1/32
Supercorc flakeboard, and backed by 
a 0.020" laminate backing sheet to pre
vent warpage. A range of more than 
40 patterns, solid colors, and wood- 
grains is offered. Nominal panel width 
is 16", standard lengths are 8 and 10 
feet. A lightly textured "Suede” sur
face finish creates an effect resembling 
real wood. Three types of splines pro
vide a choice of normal V-joint, % 
stained reveal or V2 
matching or contrasting color laminate 
strip. Installed cost of $2 per .square 
foot is considered a representative fig-

all three systems.
Should the question of availability 

of mouldings to match any type of wall 
panel arise, Keller Products, Manches
ter, N.H., advises that it furnishes 
mouldings to match the patterns of the 
following manufacturers:

Laminates—Consoweld, Fi beresin, 
Formica, General Electric, Lamidall, 
Melamite, Micarta, National Plastic 
Products, Norplex, Panelyte, Park- 
wood, Pioneer Plastics, Reiss, Wilson

reveal with

ure.
A choice of woodgrain patterns, 

solid decorator colors, and solid mist 
colors is offered in vertical grade Tex
tolite melamine laminate by General 
Electric, in three panel systems: spline, 
batten, and tongue-and-groove. Spline 
and batten systems use a laminate on 
either particle board or mineral core. 
Tongue-and-groove uses a particle 
board core. Over-all thickne.ss of 5/16 
includes 1/32" Textolite wear surface

Goodyear's Videne paneling, ghtpc. 
existing block wall with clip strip a> 
ing edges, are combined with Vi 
partitions and Bi-fold doors, in gray 1 
with black paint. Circle No. 87.

Art.
Hardboard—Abitibi, Lamidall. Ma

sonite.
Prefinished plywood—U. S. Plywood.
Vinyl-covered gypsum boai’d—Best- 

wall, Celotex, Flintkote, Kaiser-Gyp
sum, National Gypsum, Ruberoid, U.S. 
Gypsum.

year Tire & Rubber, is used by J 
ern Partitions, Inc. for paneling i 
woodgrains, 34 solid colors, and 
patterns. Available in standard ^ 
these enable the designer to coc

/f

Pfastic-clad panelsand 1/32" backer sheet. Spline system 
panels are 11 16" or 13/16" thick: bat
ten system panels are or 5 16".

The spline system is a complete 
package system designed for both new 
construction and renovation projects.
It includes all custom wall panel com
ponents, splines, factory-made comers, 
cornice-mold, door and window trim, 
and hanger hardware. Factory-made 
panels are numbered to correspond hued woodgrain. Panel sizes range up 
with the architect’s detail and installa- to 4x16 feet, in thickness. The gyp

sum i.s reinforced with glass fibers for

A variety of plastic-clad gypsum pan
els are on the market today, many of nate wall paneling and pajtitionJ

An assortment of 14 wood verlthem aimed at the residential market, 
yet suited to light commercial use. In 
addition, fire-retardant and acoustical 
grades are offered. Georgia-Pacific’s 
Bestwall Gypsum division offers vinyl- 
clad Eternwall in a linen-like surface 
made in five colors, plus a walnut-

‘engineered ^ 
cores" by the Weyerhaeuser Co., r 
ing its 7/I6" Craftwall hardwood 
eling line. These panels are aval 
in both V-grooved and V-gr<x 
cross-scored and pegged stylings. ! 
els are random-matched and 
grooved on 16" centers, with v. 
half-beveled, eliminating the 
for a special joint treatment. Avai 
in 4x7', 4x8' and 4x10' panels, 
lengths up to 16', depending on

bonded toare

lion drawings, to facilitate field erec
tion. A great variety of panel widths added strength, 
and lengths are available for this sys- Durasan by National Gypsum comes 

in panels four feet wide, in standard 
lengths of 8. 9 and 10 feet, standard neer supply, 
thicknesses of %" and Lengths to
14 feet, and thick Fire-Shield Lam-Loc Pecky Cedar, manufuctl

tcm.
For lighter commercial and residen

tial applications, the more economical 
tongue-and-gi*oove system is sug-

Another off-beat wood panel
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Durasan woodgrain panels (leit) by Na
tional Gypsum incJtide u’alnut and pecan 
stylings, for a toide range of color vahies 
in highly resistant, tooshable, vinyl-clad 
u.*oodgrain ivallboards. Circle No. 88.

Ou'ens-Coming Fiberglas acoustical loall- 
board is faced with Fibergla.s reinforced 
vinyl in a woodgrain design. The paneling 
has superior thermal and acottstical per
formance. Circle No. 91.

Java Teak (below) comes pre/tnishcd. By 
Celotex, it is a vinyl-faced gypsum wall- 
board. is highly durable and easy to main
tain. In V4" thickness. 4' u'ide. and tip 
to W long. Circle No. 90.

pcarancc and feel of wood (below) is 
Died "ivith durability in General Elec
’s Textolite laminated plastic. Strips 
u ccn panels are contrasting solid color 
■fnlUe for accent. Circle No. 89.

>nny Chestnut (above). Marlite’s tex- 
ed woodgrain in either random planh 
looodpanel. light or dark finishes, has 
stir-finished surface over tempered 
■dboard base. Circle Mo. 92.

nnica paneling (right) in attractive 
dular pattern is in a warm rouge tone 
i\j.spii'0ud woodgrain. Circle No. 93.
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colorless panels round out the assort
ment. Panel sizes range from 30"x60" 
to 48"x96". Vs" thickness standard. 
3 16" and 1 4" to order. Transparent 
and colorless panels may be heated 
and formed.

The Palette Collection includes clear, 
white and colored Acrylite. Six trans
lucent whites offer a choice of light 
transmission—from 20 percent to 65 
percent of available light. Six trans
parent colors, 20 translucent hues, and 
two opaques round out the choices in 
Colored Acrylite. The clear Acrylite 
is a completely transparent sheet giv
ing 92 percent visibility. All standard 
panel sizes up to 72"xl20" are avail
able in the white and colored panel.s; 
up to 108"xl44" in the clear. White and 
colored Acrylite come in thicknesses 
of 1 8" 3 16" and 1 4": the clear in 
standard thicknesses up to 1", with 
thicker sheets to order. All but one 
white grade have smooth mirror-like 
surfaces on both .sides and may bo 
heated and foiTned.

A variety of glass fibei’ and nylon- 
reinforced acrylated polyester sheet
ing and panels is produced by Filon 
Corp. Many of these have special cor
rugations to conform with sheet steel 
and aluminum used in industrial 
structures. For the purpose of wall 
treatment, these corrugations can add 
surface interest. Flat panels in widths 
of 24", 30" and 36". lengths of 8', 10' 
and 12' also are available. Certain 
sizes and weights are furni.shed in rolls 

to 50' long, if desired. Unlisted 
colors and special matched colors can 
be furnished, the latter with a mini
mum order requirement. Among the 
more generally available colors: ca- 
nai*y, green, mint. sand, tangerine, jade, 
ruby red. and blue.

Paralite is a laminate of acrylic 
sheets, with stained glass or other ma
terials fused in between them. Made 
by the Parallel Manufacturing Corp., 
the panels are fabricated to sp>ecifica- 
tions in sizes up to 48"x72" in V4" 
thickness, larger panels in %" thick
ness. Three series are offered: B, a 
translucent modified bubble effect .sup
plied in amber, clear, mint, tangerine, 
turquoise and violet; S. a sunburst 
textural effect in the same translucent 
colorings as the B; and ST, tran.slu- 
cent or transparent as desired, a 
stained glass motif in shades of amber, 
blue, brown, green, orange, violet, and 
multicolor.

by Ed Fountain Lumber Co. of Los 
Angeles, Its unusual surface is the re
sult of a fungus action, creating long- 
titudinal furrows and gashes in the 
wood. The pecky cedar is laminated 
to a solid cedar back. Supplied ready 
for finishing in %" thicknesses, 8" 
and 12" width.s, lengths to 16'.

Hardboard panels in 45 stylings are 
marketed by Barclay Manufacturing 
Co., Inc. Barclay Panels and Barclay 
Plank have a melamine-silicone “590” 
finish said to make panels virtually 
impervious to alcohol, alkaloids, steam, 
heat, grease spatter, and smoke dis
coloration.

Barclay Panels, 5 32" thick, come in 
sizes ranging from 4x4' to 4x10'. Fur
nished in 20 colors and patterns. Bar
clay Plank is a tongue-and-groove 
product in five woodgrains. random- 
scored. and six colors (one a pattern) 
in satin finish. Furnished in 16"x8' 
and 16"xl0' sizes. V4" thick.

Regency. 4x7'. 4x8' and 4x9', has a 
veneer-like satin finish on its six 
woodgrain stylings, which arc random- 
scored. Wood & Wood Panels come in 
eight stylings, six of which simulate 
wood inlay effects. Parallel scoring 
every four inches adds a contemporary 
touch. Same panel sizes as Regency. 
Occasional waxing of all these prod
ucts is recommended by the maker.

Latest addition to the extensive 
Marsh Wall Products line is Marlite 
Wormy Chestnut, hardboard with a 
plastic finish which makes its textured 
woodgrain surface washable. Available 
in Random Plank styling, tongue-and- 
groove. 16"x8'. random scored, 
thick, and Woodpanels, 4x8'. smooth 
face, square edges, in dark or light 
colorings.

5ac'k-Hg/iting brightens windowless 
by use of Filon's translucent, fiber gli 
reinforced panels with wood fi-liyr 
Panels come in several colors and grad 
many sues. Circle No. 94.

up

//

Transparent, translucent panels
While more frequently seen in parti
tion applications, tran-sparent and 
translucent panels lend themselves to 
W'all paneling use as well, particularly 
in conjunction with backlighting. Am
erican Cyanamid makes Acrylite acry
lic plastic sheet in two lines; the Com
pass Collection and the Palette Col
lection.

The Compass Collection includes 16 
transparent Cantoibury colors, the 
sheets finished in a pebbled .surface 
comparable to hammered aluminum. 
In addition, there are 18 patterned 
panels with embedments cast within the 
sheet, also in pebbled texture. Three

Decorative panels of Acrylite plastic ] 
ters light of room beyond. The mvf 
colored pattern is one of several by Anu 
icoTi Cyanamid's building produc.'s diriii 
Circle No. 95.
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Marbles, mosaics, metals
Plastic, this time polyester, comes to 
the fore again in the simulated marble 
panels by Syrococraft. In addition to 
14 marble colorings, the product is 
offered with fabric underlays. To mini
mize on-job cutting and fitting, it can 
be shop-fabricated to specified shape.s 
and sizes. The coating is applied to 
particle board or tempei'ed hardboard 
in four layers which become an inte
gral unit, 1 16" thick. After a 20- 
minute curing period, it becomes 
“homogeneously integrated into the 
pores of the core material.” It is then 
sanded and buffed to a lustrous finish.

Impervious to water, alcohol, aver
age acids and alkalis, cooking fumes, 
smoke, and most detergents, it is guar
anteed for five years against fading, 
discoloration, peeling, internal crack
ing. or crazing. Once again coordina
tion becomes a possibility—as with 
walls, countertops, and tabletops of a 
coffee shop, or walls and doors in a 
lobby.

Veneering panels by Mosaic Build
ing Products, Inc., subsidiary of Mosaic 
Tile Co., while designed primarily for 
exterior applications, lend themselves 
to use for interior feature wall treat
ments. These can be done with such 
materials as split-face marble, honed 
marble, polished granite, stone aggre
gate. Indiana limestone, gauged Ver
mont slate, Minnesota stpne, mosaics, 
and ceramic tile. Special mosaic mural 
designs may be incorporated into such 
a treatment. Core material is V4 
Johns-Manville Micro-Flexboard, and 
most of the face materials are thick 
or less. These panels can be supplied 
in concave, convex, and other special 
.shaoes as required.

From Italy, Onyx Resources Co. is 
introducing Laminart wall treatments. 
Varied designs range in size from 
6"xl3" to seven feet tall. The product 
has a fused metal face, reinforced 
with polyester and glass fiber. The 
metal is about 24 gauge, so that Lami- 
nait avei'ages about pounds per 
square foot.

Assorted panels offer contemporary, 
abstract, and traditional designs in re
lief. Pictorial panels, showing land
scapes and figures, also are available 
ir both bas-relief and haut-relief. 
Metals used include bronze, copper, 
brass, and an aluminum-magnesium 
composition.

iite’a travertine panel (below) repro- 
.< mrface detail of rich marble in a 

’ -^ihed hardboard with aatin-stone 
h. Baked plastic surface is highly 
'•nit. Circle JVo. 96.

Polyester simulates marble (above) in 
new panels by Syrococraft, which are 
available in 14 colorings. The special coat
ing is applied to particle board or tem
pered hardboard in 4 layers. Circle No. 97.

-V- ^ ‘■••'I'"/

Wall (above) of dtmensio?ial stone sculp
tural facings by Arts for Architecture adds 
disti7iction to N.Y. Life Insurance recep
tion area. Fresh Meadows, designed by 
architect A. H. Salkowitz. Circle No. 98.

' ^rt. imported from Italy by Onyx 
‘uTcps, is reinforced sheet of fused 
I:—brome, copper, brass, or compost- 

Lightweight 3-dimensional panels 
in many designs. Circle No. 99. (C)
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ADA HEADQUARTERS: EARLY SPECIALIST C( 

SULTATION AND A RECEPTIVE CLIENT RESULTS IN HANDSOME N 

QUARTERS FOR THE AMERICAN DENTAL ASSOCIATION. BY EDITH SIRC

The new office tower of the American Dental Assoc 
tion is not only a fitting tribute to the achievemei 
of the 107-year-oId dental profession, but a tribi 
also to the interplay of professional talents that m: 
it possible. Located in the heart of dow'ntown Chici 
and rising 23 stories of white marble and bronze tin' 
glass, the building was conceived with a long rai 
view. The growth of the Association during the p 
two decades indicated the need for meticulous pli 
ning, both for its current requirements and for futi 
expansion.

As a professional organization, the American Den 
Association realized the value of early specialist c< 
sultation. From the outset, meetings included r< 
resentatives of the architectural and design offi 
the general contractor, the leasing agent, and 
insurance agent. The knowledge of each special 
greatly alleviated costly errors and mid-stie 
changes once construction was under way. (It ii 
resulted, as an aside, in the writing of a spot 
“wrap up” insurance policy that covered every ph: 
of construction so that all claims w’ere hand 
quickly and efficaciously through one agent.)

The usual procedure by which the architect desij 
the building, prepares the working drawings, and tl 
calls in a number of contractors for competit 
bidding was not employed. By retaining a gene 
contractor in the initial stages of planning, the ar 
itectural firm Graham. Anderson. Probst, & Wh 
gained a great deal of practical knowledge at a cnu 
moment. Based on the contractor’s knowledge 
local conditions and probable delivery schedules, nSpacious general office areas of the ADA
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als were substituted that proved to be valuable 
erma of cost and time savings. According to Al- 
'O Carrara, chief designer for the architectural 
n. the savings incurred by the advice of the gen- 

contractor easily offset any lower cost that 
ht have developed from competitive bidding, 
he same spirit of integrated teamwork and co
at ion extended to the interior planning of the 
ding. Norman DeHaan & Associates was retained 
handle this phase of the project. The design 
1. however, was under contract to the architect 
icr than the client. In this way, the interiors 
c planned as an extension of the architectural 
lo—designed to complement and dramatize rather 
1 compete. Nonetheless, the areas of responsi- 
y assumed by the architect and interior de- 
ler were extremely flexible and often inter- 
igeable. For instance, it was the decision of the 
litect to use carpeting throughout—in corridors, 
‘lal offices, private offices, meeting rooms, 
teria, library, leaving only the laboratory floors 
1-siirfaced. The architect also decided upon the 
of a special system of movable wall partitions, 
cast plaster, travertine, and teak as interior arch- 
liifal yet decorative materials. Maintenance, too, 
a decisive factor along with acoustical, esthetic 
financial considerations.
he interior design firm, in turn, found it was often 
Ived in technical areas. It worked out electrical 
it plans; supplied drawings for cabinet work. It 
>zed existing ADA filing systems and came up 
I a more efficient and space-saving vertical filing

plan. Based on its survey of existing office equip
ment and sources, a standardization program for fur
nishings was recommended and the plan was adopted. 
Operational procedures were studied and improved 
work station patterns were suggested. For the sec
ond floor meeting rooms, the designer prepared space 
planning and layouts for the auditorium and seating, 
luncheon and seminar seating, and specified the fold
ing stage sy.stem of the auditorium.

Norman DeHaan. who is an architect as well as an 
interior designer, pointed out that such overlapping 
of lines of responsibility are only possible when there 
is a strong rapport between the architectural and 
interior design firms—since they must literally 
work “hand in glove.” The creative abilities of the 
interior planners were well recognized by the arch
itectural office and resulted in such esthetic assign
ments as full re.sponsibility for all of the build
ing’s graphics, signs, and floor directories. Addi
tionally, the designers, along with the architect, will 
be consulted in the selection of art for the building.

Because of the rapport between the design teams, 
the building exudes a sense of unity from exterior 
to interior. Where bold architectural details are found, 
such as in the second floor public areas, the furn
ishings complement them without jarring notes. Pri
vate offices are handsome and simple, furnished in 
a contemporary manner. The policy of standardiza
tion of furnishings, coloration, and layout that ap
plies to the offices was adopted primarily to facil
itate quality and cost control and future replacement. 
But despite this standardization, the individual of-
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are also psychologically sound and conducive to v
Probably the best example of the interwork 

of architecture to interior spaces can be foun< 
the second floor of the building where the {! 
torium, dining room, and lounge areas are loc; 
The spaces are heroic in size and bold in arch 
tiiral detail. For instance, the camellia-like co 
is practically design enough for the entire level, 
ically, the ceiling is a series of suspended pit 
plaster cast in a sculptured curve that descends h 
the horizon of the ceiling. Each module contains 
cessed light fixtures and conceals air conditin 
ducts. The w'aJJs are finished with precast pk 
and rosewood paneling. Of necessity, furnishing 
these areas are simple and spare.

The Board Room posed another design pro! 
Since it is not unusual to have as many as 32 ex 
tives in conference, the architect designed a sp 
conference table that is a complicated piece of 
gineering. Shaped in an oval with a large cei 
opening, the table is 45 feet long. 16 feet wide 
weighs approximately 8.000 lbs. It is mountec 
cantilevered arms extending up from an elliji 
bronze pedestal. A handsome blend of wood, metal, 
leather, the table houses individual microphone 
each seat that are tied into a communications sy 
with overhead .speakers. The drama of the roo 
further heightened by a series of bold, horizo?i 
striped draperies of an imported fabric, hand-w
and hand-dyed in Swaziland.

fices are made quite elegant by such carefully con
sidered touches as marble window sills (reportedly 
a maintenance economy) and the positioning of light 
switches at the level of the door handles to point up 
the beautiful bronze hardware of both. Subtle, sub
dued colors are used and the stress is on texture: 
leather and fabric for upholstery, textured fiber 
gla.ss drapery, and deep-piled carpeting.

The general office areas are light, spacious and 
airy, with the added luxury of wall-to-wall carpeting. 
Since the central core construction obviates building 
obstructions, in many cases, there is access to direct 
daylight.

Competitive bids for all furnishings were secured 
by the designers and these along with specifica
tions, were supplied to the architect. At the close of 
the job, the client was furnished with a complete 
folder of photos and specifications for use in future 
purchasing.

Color selection developed from two major consid
erations. The first was the bronze solar window 
glass that radically changed color values. To deal with 
this problem, the DeHaan office removed one of its 
own windows and replaced it with a sheet of solar 
glass under which the coloring of furnishings was 
checked by day and night light. Another factor in the 
choice of color was the architect’s impact of color 
planned throughout the building in accent walla and 
paneling. The designers were able to accommodate 
these by the selection of neutral color schemes that
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FACTS & FIGURES
AMERICAN DENTAL ASSOCIATION BUILDING

Architect: Graham, Anderson. Probst &
White, Inc.

Interior Planners: Norman DeHaan & Associates
General Contractor: Turner Construction Co.
Construction: November 19S3-November 1965. 

Central core houses service and engineeruiK 
facilities, elevators, and stair wells, 
leaving floors column-free.

.Vtaterials: Concrete Column, precast and 
imbedded with quartz Eggregate. Bronze 
tinted glass and uranodic aluminum 
frames. White Georgia marble and Carolina 
Mahogany granite as facing materials.

Size: 23 stories. Total usable area, 298,000 
sq. ft. ADA facilities, 108,000 sq. ft.
Tenant areas, 150.000 sq. ft.

Ciwt: Estimated construction cost including 
land, S14.6 million.

Suppliers

Desks: Corry Jamestown, Herman Miller.
Chairs and seating: Harter. Stendig, General 

Fireproofing. Herman Miller, Knoll,
John Strauss.

Restaurant tables & chairs: Lehigh, Stendig.
Library furniture: Herman Miller. Art Metal.
Draperies: Textura, Jack Lenor Larsen,

Boris Kroll.
Wallcoverings: Koroseal, Laminating Services.
Carpeting; Commercial Carpet Corp.
Partitions: Woodworking Corp. of America,

U.S. Plywood.

Office walls throughout the building play a vital 
le esthetically as well as dividers of interior spaces, 
"ire than 1600 custom-designed wall partitions were 
vcl'iped in conjunction with U.S. Plywood and Chi- 
gij’a Woodwork Corp. of America to meet the con- 
uction module of the building. Theoretically with 

system, an entire floor can be stripped and re- 
t over a weekend. The elements of the system are 
liiicated in five-foot sections, nine feet high, and 
of an inch thick. Despite this relative thinness, the 

11s provide the same acoustical qualities as three- 
■h block and plaster construction. Integral cabinet 
(I storage facilities were designed in combination 
th the wooden wall partitions and interspersed 
oiighout the office areas to accommodate the un- 
ifllly large filing requirements. The partitions are 
lished in teak, beige, blue and accent colors to 
lieve wall interest and avoid monotony.
In the overall approach to the ADA building, 
ient factor cannot be overlooked. Though space is 
ailable for rent to unrelated tenants, the building 
.3 not conceived as a typical speculative office 
ii o. The intelligent use of the available talent re- 
vls to a great extent the unique qualities of the 
1‘iit, ADA. In the words of Harold Hillenbrand, 
•riitive secretary, speaking for the ADA in com- 
.•^sioning the building, the aim w’as to make it both 
moloss” and ‘‘of our time,” a permanent home for 
' ADA and one that reflects the maturity and 
rnity of the professional organization. (C)

1 Detail of ADA’s extensive library 
facilities. ADA maintains the world’s largest 
audiovisual library on dental subjects and
a comprehensive collection of text and 
reference books.
2 Conference room seats 32 executives.
Table, specially executed by Woodwork Corp. 
of America in metal, leather and wood, 
houses an elaborate communications
system of separate microphones and speakers.
3 Typical executive office is smart
and contemporary. Architectural materials of 
wood grained paneling and bright partitions 
are strong decorative elements.
4 General office areas for ADA’s 225 
employees arc spacious and comfortable.
Teak paneling and carpeting were used through
out general work areas. Movable walls 
and storage units are deigned 
for complete rearrangement flexibility.
5 Cafeteria on second floor is dominated by 
bold architectural details, sudt as the 
camellia-like ceiling and oblong window openings.

one
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laSIX AND A HALF YEARS WITH THE SAME CLIENT
CONTINUING PROGRAM WITH LEADING ACCOUNTING FIRM 

TRANSFORMED THE PREMISES WITHOUT DISRUPTING HIS BUSINESS
DUFFY. INC.’S

HAS

Ideally, space planning and de.sign of office quarters 
scheduled for a new building starts while the project 
is .still on the architect’s drawing board and involves 
the collaborative efforts of all members of the design 
and technical teamis, so that specific requirements of 
the tenant can be effortlessly and systematically incor
porated as construction progresses, 
assignment calls for the renovation of established 
offices in an older, existing building, the co-mpetent 
contract designer invariably assumes the responsi
bilities usually the domain of the architect and en
gineers.

Such was the case in renovating and remodeling the 
offices of Touche, Ross, Bailey & Smart, one of the 
world’s large.st accounting firms based in an older 
building in the financial district of downtown New 
York. Re.sponsible for the affluent new look is interior 
design firm of Duffy, Inc., New York City, which de
vised a smart and sumptuous set of offices under the 
creative hand of Howard Borden, project director and 
designer.

The feat was hardly an overnight wonder of leger
demain. On the contrary. Duffy has been retained for 
specific assignments during the past 6'/2 years, as 
part of a planned, long-range program to update and 
renovate the office. When TRB&S recently took the en
tire 40,000-square-foot floor for its expanding base of 
operation, Duffy was again called upon to renovate 
the elevator lobby and reception room into an en
larged, inviting space. Part of the project also in
volved the refurni.shing of an executive office, for the 
newly appointed managing partner.

The accounting firm’s reception room at the time 
Duffy was called in was small and the space aw'kward 
Csee before and after floor plans). It wa.s separated 
from the elevator lobby by an unsightly fuse-linked, 
fireproof door, necessary when the floor was multi- 
tenanted. Through it visitors stepped onto a well-worn 
carpet in the heavily trafficked room. There was a 
variance between lobby and reception ceiling heights; 
the span of acoustical tile was broken by standard air- 
conditioning diffusers.

Because TRB&S conducts a bu.siness that is inter
national in scope and therefore plays host to visitors 
from all over the globs, it recognized the value of first 
impressions. Its prime stipulation to Duffy was to 
enlarge the space and “give us a plush look”—all pos
sible with the leasing of the entire floor.

Duffy’s project director and designer, How'ard Bor-

OU^O

□ □

But when the

T T
BEFORE

AFTER

Before and after floor plans show how reception 
area was opened up and unified with elevator lobbp.
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It rrphVifi room photo*; Louu New reception room, enlarged when /toor luas wholly leased by accounting firm 
of Touche. Ross. Bailey & Smart, presents a sop/iisticated image to visitors. Ail 
renovation, uj/iich included construction ivork. rerouting of ductwork and 
lighting circuits, was planned by Howard Borden of Dufy, Inc.

suriacing materials, the client approved Duffy’s choice 
of slate, for its intrin.sic beauty and prestisrioua ap
pearance. and foremost, its durability.

Once all materials were specified, with client ap
proval all the way. Duffy awarded the general contract 
to H. L. Lazar, Inc., after the latter’s estimate was 
submitted and approved, since the firm had worked 
on an earlier phase for the client, was familiar with 
general requirements, and had proved itself capable of 
ma.ster workman.shjp, A.s furniture, furnishings, and 
materials were placed for order, Lazar lined up sub
contractors and then proceeded with its demolition 
and reconstruction program, which was explicitly out
lined by Duffy in several phases as part of the bid 
document.

Because of the noise, dust, and grime such a pro
cedure kicks up. part of the work was done on an 
overtime basis—after working hours and on week
ends. To keep dust from filtering through to other 
areas of the office, which remained opened during the 
two-month work period. Duffy included in its instruc
tions an order to seal all ductwork and those corridors 
not essential to daily routine traffic.

The original acoustical tile ceiling was removed, 
wire lath for the new plaster ceiling installed, and air-

en. worked around several schemes before .settling 
n the one that would meet requirements of both func- 
iun and esthetics. The entire concept revolved around 
he basic furniture plan, which was quickly approved 
y the client. In fact, the scheme was so enthusiastic- 
lly accepted that the finished space corresponds ex- 
ctly to the presentation rendering.
From there, the design, detailing, and drafting 

enm proceeded to the architectural plan, defining 
reas for demolition, new construction, and the repo- 
itioning of all ductwork. A refle<.‘ted ceiling and 
witching plan charted new lighting circuit.^, indicat- 
d those to be removed, located new fixturevS and 
witching stations. The schedule of finish materials 
ricluded flooring, paint type and color. These basic 
>lans were further supplemented with detailed draw- 
ng^‘, plus a book of specifications, including all custom 
pork.

The bigge.st problem was the selection of an ap- 
)ropriate flooring material. The original carpet wore 
hrough so quickly that shortly after its installation 
t looked old and shoddy. Since almost all employees 
tsG the space frequently, in addition to many visitors, 
i durable, hard-surface materia! was agreed upon, 
^fter reviewing the merits and drawbacks of several
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achieved. Key for detail (belou' left). A, formed % iiM' 
channel bracfce s 12 inch-J3J?i inch on center, fastened t 
cross furring with shoe and wire ties. B, metal lath an. 
plaster. C. fluorescent trotighs by Gotham, series 2101. E 
% inch plaster board. E. metal lath end plaster ceiling. C 
comer beads. H. metal plaster stop.
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Custom work in the new reception room includes elegant 
rosewood desk, carefully detailed so that all 
matched, from vertical surfaces to horizontal tops. Seemingly 
floating glass slab is gray. “Skylight'’ cove, creating a focal 
point in the room, Has seporate controls for each of the 
three fluorescent tubes, so that varying moods can be
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SIX AND A HALF YEARS WITH THE SAME CLIENT

conditioning ducts rerouted. The elevator lobby ceil
ing wa.'t lowered to match that of the reception room, 
thereby affording a sen.se of continuity between the 
two areas. Existing diffusers were scrapped, since 
they would destroy the visual impact of the reception 
ceiling design with its new skylight-type lighting cove. 
In their place. Duffy specified stripline diffusers that 
are far less obtrusive. After the ceiling was plaster
ed, diffusers and spots were installed.

The .special cove lighting was positioned directly 
above the .seating arrangement area, creating a focal 
point in the room. The cove contains strip.s of fluores
cent tubes (.see detail), each separately controlled .so 
that various lighting moods can be obtained. Consoli
dated Electric was Lsubcontractor for the special cove 
lighting.

Next step was the installation of the flooring ma
terial. by Port Morris Tile & Terrazzo Corp. The tile, 
a cleft-face slate supplied by Fairhaven Slate Co., was 
arranged in a broken-joint pattern, applied to Thin 
Set mastic over the cement floor in the reception room, 
and over the existing resilient tile in the elevator 
lobby. The ^4-inch .slate is a handsome deep green, 
each .six-inch .square outlined with dark gray grout. 
Although slate eventually acquires lustre after con
stant wear, the floor w'as waxed and polished to a high 
finish as .soon as the tile was .set. since management

wanted to obtain the effect a.s soon as possible.
For walls. Duffy specified Hush-Tex by Pren 

Chemical Co., a sprayed-on paint in a soft off-white 
which achieves a sand-plaster look. The choice w'a 
made in view of two considerations: Hush-Tex ha 
some acoustical properties: its texture, rough to th 
touch, keeps stray fingers at arm’s length. The ceilinj 
was also painted in the same off-white shade.

Since two corridors leading off from the receptioi 
room required doors for security rea.sons during non 
working hours, Borden designed a combination rose 
wood and aluminum vertical strip double door, riainj 
to full ceiling height. During the day. the doors swinj 
ba^k against the corridor walls. A matching rosew-oo( 
strip, attached to each wall, forms a pocket into whicl 
the doors are seemingly recessed, thereby giving then 
the appearance of built-in panels. According to spec
ifications supplied by Duffy, the double doors wer* 
custom-built by B&S Lorch Woodworking Corp.

Once the structural and surfacing materials phru^c: 
were completed. Duffy proceeded to the decorative 
elements that give life to empty space—the furnish 
ings. Though sparsely furnished, the finished recep 
tion room is pervaded with an aura of elegance. Spe 
cial interest in the room is gained by the finely de 
tailed, superb reception desk, custom designed bv 
Howard Borden and executed by B&S Lorch in high1\
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'nging partner's new office combines functional work 
. with a walnut Stow-Davis desk, and comfortable con- 
ure group, highlighted with sofa, club chair, end and 
•e tables from Frank Scerbo. and Herman Miller’s Eames 
rs, which sicivel to face either desk or sofa. The storage 
. combining shelved cabinet spare and drawers, was 
id fly designed by Howard Borden of Duffy and executed 
Scerbo. Two walls are painted an off-white; the other 
s (not shown) of the comer office are hung with a 
tfy woven white wool casement by J. Thorpe. Habitat 
IS. Aaron Young oil paintings. C. Kind plant. Wm. 
lO sculpture, and Design-Technics ash trays were care- 

! selected to enhance the over-all elegance.

Fhotvx: Robert L. Beckhard

lined, matched rosewood. The plate glass top is 
|\. the base and fittings mirror-polished stainless

Howard Burden specified well-designed and high- 
quality furniture, with careful attention to detail. The 
black leather Herman Miller chairs, for instance, are 
on swivel bases, and are so positioned that they can 
face either the desk or sofa without being moved. But 
on those occasions when a shift is called for, Duffy had 
finger grips placed underneath the seats of the heavy 
chairs—grips very similar to the deep metal insets 
used on sliding doors. Conveniently positioned without 
.showing, they were installed by R&G Affiliates, from 
whom the Miller furniture was purchased.

The color .scheme in the office is cool and quiet, yet 
quite striking. The sofa is luxuriously upholstered 
in Larsen’s printed velvet, in shades of blues, dark 
grays, and slate, while the executive desk chair and 
club chair are in .solid blue fabrics from Arthur H. 
Lee. The all-wool carp>et, specially woven by Bigelow 
to fit the room without seams, contrasts in a soft 
green. The credenza was custom designed with black 
ebony finisih. marble top, and polished chrome base. 
The other woods—desks, corner table, and cube of 
glass-topped coffee table—are walnut.

The reaction to both spaces? It appears to be a mu
tual admiration society. The client was rapturous with 
the results. The designer, given a free hand all the 
way, calls Touche. Ross, Bailey & Smart the “ideal 
client.

he sofa and van der Rohe Barcelona chairs, the 
pieces retained from the original room, were 

u (>d up in keeping with the new look. The sofa was 
ipholstered with Jack Lenor Larsen's Plu.sh fabric,
I solid, bright blue; the natural leather upholstery 
the Barcelona chairs was cleaned and restored.

new receptionist chair, by Frank Scerbo, is up- 
fered in the same Larsen fabric as the sofa, also 
olid, bright blue. The color is repeated twice again
II the painted elevator doors and the company 
>. The letters, edged in stainless steel, were exist-

but inserts in matching blue were installed by 
lerama. which originally supplied the graphics, 
"ewly purchased furnishings include a Kirman rug. 
lined through Near East Rug Co., a plate-glass 
steel low table from Frank Scerbo, and a walnut 

ler telephone table by Herman Miller. Finishing 
hes include plant and planter by C. Kind & Co., 
several oil paintings from Aaron Young.

:ieg,ance and comfort were the managing partner’s 
for his new office, and its revamping was mostly 

atter of new furnishings, since no structural work 
involved except for the removal of wood-grain 

I paneling in favor of an off-white paint. (C)
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la
PROJECT:
CUSTOM-BUILT TICKET OFFICE FOR AN AIRLIN

The client. Northwest Orient Airlines, wanted a sp 
which would inform the public visually and directly 
the efficiencies and conveniences of modern air se 
ice. Visual impact, architect C Douglass Buck, . 
and designer Louis B. Ro.senberg were told, m 
directly relate to aeronautics via use of aerodynm 
shapes. Clean, functional line.s characteristic 
modern aircraft were to be echoed in the shapes : 
coloi's of the .sales office interior, which is located 
4 Penn Center Plaza in Philadelphia.

Following these cues, the designer.s created 
custom-built interior that is notiible for its dram: 
exploitation of limited space. Its leitmotif is the 
tangle with rounded corners, remindful of the typi 
aii*plane window, seen here and following spread 
the wall map. counter panels, travel folder rack, i 
ture frames, etc.

In order to avoid the decorated “boutique” inter 
all t(H) tj-pical of airline offices, the total sp; 
despite its limited area, is divided into smaller pn 
demarcating and separating various office functio 
The psychological effect, deliberate, of this subdivi( 
space is akin to the sensation a passenger experien 
in an aircraft when door to the pilot’s cabin is 1 
ajar. There is a hint of advanced modern syste 
in the teletype machines, chronometers, and m 
on view that conveys precisely the feeling of effitiei 
and forward-looking techniques that the client desir

Mo.st of the furnishings were, of necessity, custn 
built according to designs created expressly for 
space by the designers. Special credits should be gi^ 
to Friel-Rernheim, the firm respjtnsible for the c 
inetw'ork. A supplier list follows:

Chairs: Knoll, with ochre wtx>l fabric by Knoll.
Custom cabinets, counters, desks: Parkwood lai 

nates, black leather and bayberry colors, lotex fini 
fabricated by Friel-Bernheim.

Customer Seating: Parkwood laminates, brown ( 
hyde seat covering by Interchemical, fabricated 
Friel-Bernheim.

Vacuum foi’med literature rack: custom-design 
executed by Delaware Valley Plastics Co.

Route map: designed and executed by desigi 
Louis B. Rosenberg.

Bronze door pulls: custom-designed, executed 
Cutler Sign and Advertising Co.

Twenty-four hour clocks: Simplex Time Record
Flooring: loam-color wool carpet by Cnmmen 

Carpet Corp.: graystone quarry tile by Mosaic Tile
Lighting: recessed downlights and wall washers 

Marco Lighting Co.; fUiorescerHs by Lightolier Inc.
Walla: plaster and drjrw’all: vinyl wallcovering 

Gilford Inc.; ceramic tile by American Olean.
Ceilings: spray-on acoustic pla.ster in fine textu 

oyster white, by Penn Plastering. (C)
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PROJECT: CUSTOM-BUILT TICKET OFFICE

Meticulous attention to details elabo
rates the airliner motif, a succcss/ul 
takco^ 071 cobin interiors. Basic to fbc 
scheme is the rounded comer shape of 
the typical aircraft window. It is used 
quite successfuUt/ in the vaciiiiin 
formed literature rack (above), first iu 
its bordering laimnote frame, rer-’sst’rf 
into the wall, and then in the indiridna} 
openings. The rack permits complete 
visibility of literature without rods or 
plates to obstruct the customer's view. 
Openings are the same size as the 
literature, forcing folders to hrnd 
sligHtiy. tbns staying in place by 
their own pressure. The curved funn 
again appears on seat ctAshions (far 
left). To keep even the tiniest elements 
neat and trim, designer Roseiihcry 
carefully placed cap nuts on storage 
closet door (near left) to line up 
loith bullet type door la*ch. Even the 
floor gets special treatment. Detail 
(bottom left) illustrates how floor tile 
curves upward to form recessed base 
The same treatment is ttsed for the 
coved carpet base (below right) on 
sales platform, eliminofing need foi 
another material, while also helping tt 
define the space. Note that vinyl wall
covering continues over the curvcii 
wall section down and behind carpeting
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'met9l Iff*
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■tul/mt* pin^fr »hp
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ptirrfe* p/aeK 

M^.^paritme^’ /imuaaiu

The meeting of two curved walls was 
structurally emphasized by separating 
tKem njith a vertical Parkivood lami
nate strip, attached with cap nuts 18 
inches on center. The recessed cap nuts

0fM*
cH»m cm^ m/

are reminiscent of rivets ns^uilly itsed
on aircraft.

Cast bronze door pull uses Northwest's
"red tail logo and is first of many custom designs seen by customers.
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HAVEN FOR KEY MEN:
MULLER-MUNK DESIGNS SERENE EXECUTIVE OFFICES FOR BISSELL, INC., IN GRAND RAPIDS

Understated, with deliberately casual air. Pet 
Muller-Munk’s desiifn plan for the offices of 
Inc., seasons its functionalism with discreet ornarru 
tation. Bissell, a 90-year-old company whose name 
virtually the sobriquet for carpet sweeper, uses t 
3,000 square foot suite of offices in the Waters Bui 
ing in downtown Grand Rapids, Mich., as the domj 
of Its key men—president, vice presidents in char 
of planning, research, and finance. An accounti 
and two secretaries round out the staff of the offi 

Kenneth D. Love was the Muller-Munk a.ssoclj 
in charge of the Bissell project. The Waters Buildi 
was chosen—it was one of three alternatives L< 

ggested to the client—because it is accessible, ; 
from the pressures of the Bissell plant, asu

away
located in the Grand Rapids area.

There is a Spanish accent in some of the detailii 
e.g.. the carved redwood door to president Melv 
Bissell's office and an elaborate chest procured fr 
Artes de Mexico. But the aim is not so much to sw< 
Spain into the Bissell orbit as to provide that modic 
of ornamentation in surface interest, by way of s<; 
ening the severity of the otherwise modern furni
mgs.Rya rugs, pegged plank floors of walnut and deco 
tive hangings convey the feeling of luxury and 
objects chosen with care and taste. Furniture 
Herman Miller, seating by Hans Wegner, supplied 
Lunning, an opulent w’alnut conference table 
Lehigh, and wall paneling by U.S. Plywood have b 
brought together in a way that combines the auslei 
of contemporary furniture and spatial ariaiigemt 
into a whole that breathes calm, w’arrath, and qi
luxury.

No mistaking the Bissell o^ces when 
entering the reception room (top) 
ujith its decorative display tracing the 
carpet sweeper’s evolution. Around 
the comer is general office area 
(above). Conference room (right) is 
simply appointed, yet furnishings are 
elegant enough to create major design 
interest.
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Although all executive oj^ces use the same 
basic furnishings, there is enough wnriatioti 
to afford each occupant with a version that 
avoids mirror likeness, as shown in three 
views above. The private office of Melville 
R. Btssell 111 (below and right) contains a 
comfortable seating group for relaxed and 
informal conferences. The contemporary 
furnishings are offset by rya rug. pegged 
ujalnuf planh flooring, brick wall, and color
ful wall hanging.
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SEAMLESS POURED FLOOR9INTERIOR
ARCHITECTURE

la
POURED FROM A CAN, THEY HAVE ALREADY HIT AN ANNUAL RATE OF 90 MILLld

SQUARE FEET, AND ARE GAINING ACCEPTANCE IN ALL TYPES OF INSTALLATIOll

cess of 60 pounds PSI hydrostatic pr«. 
sure, with an 85 percent memory (r 
turns to shape when excess weight 
removed). In application, the mater 
adheres to wood, concrete, metal, pla 
ter. and even glass.

One of the newest design concepts in 
floor surfacing—seamless poured floors 
—isn’t new at all. Resinous materials, 
such as urethanes, epoxy, and polyester 
resin, have been in use as an indus
trial floor surface for some time and 
are well known to the building indus
try. Nevertheless, “floors poured from 

are the center of considerable
Unlimited design possibilities
The characteristics just listed <i 
scribe a purely utilitarian produ< 
however, poured floors are capable 
a great many design possibilities. Fi 
is the unlimited choice of color. B 
cause it is a liquid, color can be mix 
to match, complement, or blend with 
specific decor. Decorative plastic chi 
in an equally full range of colors a 
iridescences when added to the matt 
produce deep, textured effects. T 
choice of translucent, opaque, or trar 
parent materials that result in a p« 
manenl high-gloss finish further i 
crease the design range. Patterning t 
be done by pouring color mixes ii 
molds to produce custom designs 
great variety. In short, the matei i 
already available offer a design fr< 
dom that should prove stimulating 
a designer’s imagination.

The basic method of installing 
seamless floor involves the applicati 
of a base coat of urethane, sprinkli 
on the decorative plastic chips, th 
adding several additional coats of cl< 
urethane. For the cure, the techni<^ 
is broken dovm into two procedur' 
the one-component system that rcl 
upon oxidation or atmospheric mo 
ture reactions: and the two-compon« 
system cured by chemical reaction, 
present, the latter is receiving the m 
attenUon from industry experts ; 
will probably replace the one-comf 
nent method because of its several i 
vantages. The curing time is far sho 
er: reportedly, the floor is fully cui 
within two hours, while the altern 
method requires several days 
achieve maximum curability. This ti 
factor figures heavily in cases wh 
uninterrupted work flow is a cons

a can
study and experimentation by flooring 
experts at present. Recent develop
ments and those yet to come make this 
an area to be watched closely by the 
designer.

Improvements that have already 
been made in seamless poured flooring 
become apparent with a look at its in
creasingly widespread use. Three years 
ago, installation of urethane flooring 
(the most promising of the resinous 
materials) hit the 17 million square- 
foot mark. In 1964, 48 million feet 
were installed, while the 1965 figures, 
according to industry sources, may well 
exceed 90 million square feet. The 
projection for this year is approxi
mately 250 million and the outlook for 
1970 is one billion square feet.

Why the optimistic outlook for 
poured floors? The factors that have 
led to its use and acceptance in hos
pitals, schools, factories, and other 
heavy-duty floor areas have been pri
marily economical, both in low cost of 
installation and in reduced mainten
ance charges. The charts on page 71 
outline the comparative costs between 
this type of flooring and competitive 
systems. Besides the cost advantage, 
other factors contributing to its choice 
as a floor surfacing are resilience and 
resistance to marking; a high gloss, 
non-skid finish that retains its shine 
without waxing or buffing. Seamless 
flooring is moisture-proof and unaf
fected by temperature changes making 
it ideal for outdoor use; it is non
combustible. acid-resistant, and will 
not support bacteria growth. In addi
tion. resinous flooring has a tensile 
strength of 4,500 PSI, withstands in ex

One o/ General Electric’s newest products 
is a stretch, concrete from its Silicone 
Products division. Since the new mix 
contains silicone rubber it is waterproof, 
intact UTider ice, rain, snow, and sunlight. 
Circle No. 100.
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Seamless urethane was applied to a 
a stairujell over wood and concrete 
nictuding t/ie stringers ot sides. In
stallation was made in a!{ hallways 
and stairu’ells of Hampden Medical 
Center in Conn.

eration. One - component urethane 
floors are also limited in thickness to 

I an eighth of an inch, whereas with the 
iwo-component system, there is no 
limit to the amount of thickness that 

I can be achieved.
As with any new and rapidly de

veloping product, there are bugs that 
liave to be worked out. Still the big- 
gost problem in the entire poured floor 
industry is installation. Installation 
equipment has been slow to catch 
with the progress made in materials 
and design. Advice and counsel of floor 
laying experts must be sought and all 
factors and design plans discussed 
'thoroughly. Similar applications should 
be checked if possible; tests should be 
made if time permits. Even the repu
table flooring contractor has difficulty 
n keeping pace with the rapid de-

telopment of improved methods and 
(juipment.

up

Porafior Co. demonstrated its prod
uct to members of the Hospital Ex
ecutive Engineers of New Jersey, * 
placing a heavy snowplow, blade 
down, on a 
When plow
showed neither dents nor scratches. 
Circle No. 101.

newly installed floor, 
was removed floor

1

New methods of installation
Installation must be carefully super
vised in order to insure a perfect floor. 
Some contractors still trowel it on but 
many more are switching over to the 
ise of airless spray units combined with 
I flocking gun that distributes decora- 
ive plastic chips. Another interesting 
lew development In this area has been 
he prefabrication of urethane floors, 
■-specially for large installations. This 
nvolves applying urethane and dec- 
>rative chips to a roll of muslin. It is 
-hen carried to the job site and laid 
iown with adhesive. All that

AVERAGE PER ANNUM MAINTENANCE COST OF FLOORING

Asphalt tile

Vinyl asbestos
Homogenous vinyl tile

Linoleum

Terrazzo

Quarry tile

Seamless urethane

68<: per sq. ft. 

60<J per sq. ft. 

55C per sq. ft. 

55<: per sq. ft. 

40C per sq. ft. 

40C per sq. ft. 

17C per sq. ft.

remains
o be applied on the site are the final 
•oats of clear urethane. This 
jniformity throughout the floor 
v'ith a high-grade finish.

While the use of urethane-poured 
loors is the most popular, epoxies or 
>olyester resins and other 
erials should not be overlooked. Be- 
ore one material is specified over 
)ther, consideration should be given to 
raffic, environment, foundation,
- factors that play a decisive part in

AVERAGE INSTALLED COSTassures
area

Asphalt tile

Vinyl asbestos

Homogenous vinyl tile

Linoleum
Terrazzo

Quarry tile

Seamless urethane

.35 per sq. ft. 

.45 per sq. ft.

1.00 per sq. ft. 

1.25 per sq. ft, 

2.50 per sq. ft.

4.00 per sq, ft.

1.00 per sq. ft.

new ma-

an-

cost
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SEAMLESS POURED FLOORS

tant, polysster resins do not resist all 
chemicals. Since boih epoxy and poly
ester materials are bonded directly to 
the structural concrete slab, cracks in 
the subflooring will be transmitted to 
the finished floor. How'cver, many 
manufacturers arc now incorporating 
fiber glass reinforcements into the 
polyester resins to overcome any struc
tural cracks.

the final choice. Each of the resinous 
materials offers different qualities un
der certain conditions and restrictions. 
Neither should installation cost alone 
be the sole criterion in deciding upon 
a material. A ure.hane floor, for ex
ample, costs about $1.00 per square 
foot to install, Estimated maintenance 
expenditures are approximately 
per square foot per year. Multiply this 
by 10 years and the sa ' -'gs from a 
poured floor vastly increases. When 
the initial material costs are com
pared and amortized over a 10-year 
period, a poured floor represents a 
considerable economy.

In high traffic areas where attrac
tiveness of the flooring is the prime 
factor, epoxies are gaining a slight 
edge over other resinous materials. 
Besides being highly versatile in color 
pigmentation, epoxies show great re
sistance to wear and chemicals with the 
added advantage of quick curability. 
Epoxy floors can be installed and are 
ready to use in 24 hours. The ma
terial has excellent weatherability and 
has been used in exterior application 
with success.

Though epoxy is considered expen
sive for a resin, future technology is 
expected to bring the cost into com
petitive line. There is also a cost-sav
ing built in to the epoxies. Since more 
aggregate is used in the mix, trowel
ling time is cut in half and on-site in
stallation costs are drastically reduced.

Newest of the floor surfacing resins 
are the polyesters. When used as an 
industrial flooring or terrazzo matrix, 
polyester exhibits many of the same 
qualities as epoxy. Yet it has the ad
vantage of a lower initial cost as com
pared to epoxy. There are, however, 
certain drawbacks in using the poly
esters in some installations. The ma
terials show a little more shrinkage 
and cannot be installed over wet or 
damp concrete slabs. Equally impor

Renewed interest in terrazzo
Epoxy and polyester resins have re

opened interest in terrazzo floors. In 
fact, these materials have lead to the 
creation of new matrices and improved 
applications of the traditional terrazzo. 
These materials permit thinner and 
more flexible installations that in
crease wearability and decrease the 
cost of the floor. In addition, the ter
razzo is lighter, easier, and quicker to 
install since the new materials make 
it possible to dispose of the two-inch 
cement sand underbed that was cus
tomary in terrazzo installation. The de
sign range of terrazzo has also in
creased with the use of the new 
mixes.

The new terrazzo floors fall into 
three categories: 1) monolithic port- 
land cement terrazzo which is bonded 
directly to the concrete structural slab; 
2) latex modified Portland cement ter
razzo which contains marble chips and 
a latex additive—it can also be in
stalled on old slabs if properly pre
pared: 3) resin terrazzos consisting of 
marble chips, inert fillers, and man
made resins that act as a binder. The 
resins are either epoxy or polyester 
and are used in a two-component sys
tem. Both resins are brand new in this 
use and no definite opinion has been 
formed on either in the terrazzo field. 
In every case, however, a floor spec
ialist should be consulted in order to 
determine the most suitable product 
for the installation. (C)

Rooftop terrace of a country cl; 
was unsightly and uniissable k> 
Promdek 
flooring is waterproof, bears her 
traffic, and is available tn he- 
reducing pastel shades. Circle h’ 
102.

applied. P/r-was

Circle No. 38 on product information c]
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Circle No. 39 on product information card

FOR SINGLE-SOURCE BUYING . . .THONET
■Thonet is unmatched for diversity in the contract furniture field-, and that means one-stop convenience for — 

you. Lounge furniture like the handsome grouping above is but one of the many areas in which Thonet can 
satisfy your needs. For a top-to-bottom selection of furniture specially engineered for hotels, schools, dorm
itories, libraries, nursing homes and hospitals . . . look to Thonet. You name it and we've got it—in.d^th. See 
lor yourself... at Thonet showrooms in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Dallas, Miami, Atlanta.
THONET INDUSTRIES, INC. One Park Avenue. New York. New York 10016 • Telephone: (212) MU .c

100 billion tramping, scuffing, scraping fee 
have taught us a lesson about carpeting

can find anywhere . . . including some 
exclusive Alexander Smith carpet made 
to our own specifications.
What’s more, we have the equipment 
and know-how to install carpeting over 
big floor areas. And if you think this isn't 
a tricky job, watch out.
National has branches throughout the 
country. For more facts or an estimate, 
call the National branch in your area 
or write to:

The lesson is simply this: you can’t sell 
and install carpeting for high-traffic 
locations unless you know what you’re 
doing.
National Theatre Supply has been in the 
contract carpet business since 1927. 
We've installed many, many miles of 
carpet for thousands of theatres, schools, 
office buildings, stores, banks and other 
places where carpet must look good 
and act tough.
A few more facts. We offer you a greater 
selection of patterns, colors, fibres and 
weaves of contract carpet than you IMational

THBATnC SUPPLY COMPANY
S«b}>«i<rf of Concrii hKitioa Eovipmoni Corpo'ltioa

PMONe (201) 265-2700BRANCHES COAST TO COAST • HOME OFFICE: 411 SETTE DRIVE, FARAAUS, NEW JERSEY 07652 •
('irfle No. 40 on produft informalion card
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FRENDS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF VINYL FABRICS

By Harvey Richmond, Airco Plastics Products Corp.

>ME people call it vinyl; others refer 
it more casually as plastic. Which- 

cr term is used, it is apparent that 
nyls dominate the upholstery market. 
L*t these fabrics have become estab-

ation and it was reflected in the cost burnished antique was the develop-
of the material. Nevertheless, the pat- ment of elastic backed vinyl. This was
tern continued to be popular during especially significant since the jersey
the next styling phase, which occurred knit backing allowed the vinyl to be
when the technical problems were re- stretched and greatly facilitated tailor-
solved mechanically by the use of ing. Vinyls were also being employed
printing. The new manufacturing tech
niques produced a series of leather
like prints from fine graining to almost 
excessive blotching. Despite the 
variety, however, none really sur-

hed in a relatively short span of 
ne. and it is interesting to trace 
e trends that have led to their great 
polarity.
Vinyls were not the first coated fab- 
s to be developed for upholstery.

as wallcoverings for the first time and 
this new application further spurred 
the emej’gence of a growing market.

The success of the woven straw pat
tern resulted in a flood of fancy tex- 

lor to vinyl there were several passed the beauty of the hand-finished tures from all manufacturers, followed 
itaiiun leathers on the market, made original, 
her from pyroxylin or of fabrics

by spurts and temporary volume sales. 
Breathable vinyls and vinyls with 
three dimensional depths were among 
the more successful of the new stylings, 

onto the scene. Vinyl coated fabrics But novelty alone is never enough to
and films greatly increa.sed the prac- sustain volume .sales and eventually a
ticality of coated fabrics; abrasion was new pattern entered the ranks as an
comparable to pyroxylin, flexibility established leader. Though other firms

ght colors, but it would deteriorate comparable to rubber, and no limita- marketed similar versions, Airco called 
d its life of pliability was limited, tions whatever in color. Thus combina- its style. Algiers, a pattern that marked
ter fairly short usage, the coating tion of advantages stimulated stylists the return to the classic leather look. It
uld crack and peel from the surface anew and more imaginative materials presented a glazed shiny finish com-
thc cloth. Rubber coatings, on the began to appear. About 1951, a bur- bined with deep dark color tones,
ler hand, were limited to dark.

Introduction of vinyl fabricsitcd with rubber. Both could quite 
jperly be considered plastic-coated During the mid-forties vinyl came 
>rics since each was a pliable ther- 
)pla.slic material. But both had their

■citations.
l^yroxylin could be produced in

nished antique leather finish made its Leather-like vinyls had faced and 
debut and was immediately accepted solved the problem of monotonous 
as the best all-around imitation of graining, limited colors, and stiff

iddy colors and their resistance to 
'asion was poor. Nevertheless as 

beck as the mid-1930’s the ad- 
itages of a coated fabric were ob- 
us and manufacturers could see the

leather to date. For the first time, '‘hand.” In fact, to this day. the simula- 
manufacturers, designers, and clients tions of leather in various textures and 
were willing to accept a vinyl uphols- finishes still represents the largest 
lery in preference to other materials volume, with soft fabric simulations 
not only because of its superior prac- funning second.

^ when technology would bring 
Ise materials into competitive line.
I well formulated pyroxylin coating ticality but also because of its beauty, 
lit offej-ed pliability and variety in Development of expanded vinylSo-called competition between vinyl
or was singled out for further study, and leather reached its zenith with Changes in the construction of vinyl 
'he beginning of the trend toward the new finish. The success of bur- have also affected styling. Because of 
hi.siirated styling began with a two- nished antique was great enough for their plush luxury, expanded vinyls 
e effect known to the trade as a the Genuine Leather Association to are the first choice for uphostei-y. The 
)anished” finish. The second color undertake a fairly heavy advertising familiar patterns and textures 
5 created by smearing the surface of campaign to counter against the in-
embossed material with a contrast- roads vinyls were making as an up- there have been no really dramatic

styling changes for several years.
Yet the new expanded vinyl con

struction offers an excellent oppor
tunity to develop new styling ap
proaches and has been under study by 
manufacturers’ stylists. It appears that 
a new trend is in the making. By 
means of a unique embossing the new 
pattern ranges from extr«nely smooth 

weaves were just not up to the surfaces to medium and

were
offered in the new construction and

color and then scraping the surface holstery material. The growing popu-
|h a blade. This emphasized the larity of vinyls served to spur the 
Ibossing and led to greater variety leather industry to create more beauti- 
Ithe embossings. All, however, were ful leathers, and these in turn, stimu

lated the vinyl designers.1 imitations of various leathers— 
rse walrus, pigskin, fine kid, etc. 
Text manufacturers explored meth- 

to create a distinctive two-tone

Even before the arrival of vinyl, 
manufacturers had tried to popularize 
textures other than leather, Geometric 

a smooth embossing. This patterns and duplications of soft fabric

I
, in the late thirties, to the develop- 
nt of a new plastic material that was standards of fashionable tastes. Then 
ariation of the Spanished effect and 
i produced by hand. The coated ma-

^ct on

coarse areas, 
and has a wonderfully supple hand. 

Whether or not the new pattern will.came a now pattern that successfully 
simulated a straw cloth. It was popular become the latest trend-setter remains

al was passed over a table, and almost from the moment it was shown 
bed and dabbed with sponges filled 
h a second color, thereby creating a 
dom two-toning.
!and-finishing is an expensive oper-

to be seen. What its development does 
point up is the exploration by manu
facturers of new approaches in styling, 
reinterpreting classic designs to ever 
more sophisticated tastes. (C)

and its sales figures indicated con
clusively that textures other than 
leather could succeed.

Coincident with the introduction of
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yf ...

Some people find our furniture irresistible ...
wcldpd with electronic equiprnent. And styling that 
compliments the mo.st discriminating taste.

If you're fed up with specifying casual furniture 
that can’t face up to its responsibilities, write us. 
We’ve got news for you!

They just can’t get over how our special method of 
using extruded vinyl lacing closely-.spacerl, makes our 
chairs so comfortable. They marvel at our unbreak
able Titon tops that wipe clean with a damp cloth. 
They just flip over the fact that we ship in just 10 
days after we get the order

Best of all, it’s the Tropitonc quality they rave 
aboul The world’s finest enamels, baked on at 400 ' 
in our own ovens. Aluminum from Alcoa flawlessly

rb______ sfH Furniture Company, Incorporated. 
€034 General Tinker Avenue 
Sarasota, Florida

0(t

Circle No. 12 on product information card
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1. D. Schwartz and Mrs. Mary 
'nrhcT, from Parkwood Lami- 
rr f(>s.

Larrimore Parker. Parkwood 
Laminates, and Wesley Sims, 
Mohasco.

Ben Heilman, CONTRACT, ond Jock Hurwitz, Furniture Gallery.

. B. Miller. Dick Conway, Bill Ernst. Julie Petrillo. all of 
roy Sunshade Co.

Dorothy Eastline. Merchandise Mart: Phyllis Callahan, Lyle 
Schwilling, Goodyear.

ob Kremer, Harvey Finkel- 
.an of RicHter', Andre Teague 

Comfort hidustries.

Jerome Brown, managing di
rector of CONTRACT ’67: T. J. 
Rooney of Simmons Co.

ONTRACT '67 COCKTAIL PARTY: SHOW SO^o SOLD OUT

ONTRACT ’67, the trade show and 
mvention sponsored by contract 
Magazine, which will take place April 
>-27, 1967 at the Coliseum in New 
ork City, staged a cocktail party in 
hicago last month during the summer 
irniture markets. Jerome Brown, 
anaging director of CONTRACT *67. 
adc a brief presentation of the aims 

the show, which will be the first 
^position in New York City to drama- 
ic and merchandise the vast array of 
•oducts available to commercial insti- 
tional specifiers and buyers. Mr. 
rown reported that the show, first 
inounced in May, had been enthusi- 
tically received by the industry and 
at 50 percent of space for CON- 
flACT ’67 has already been taken 
r leading manufacturers in the field. 
Some of the contract sources which 
ill exhibit at the April 1967 show are:

Acco Products: Acme National Refrig
eration Co.; Win Anderson Fabrics: B. 
Brody Seating Co,: Brunswick Corp.: 
Chicago Hardware Foundry; Clark 
Casual: Columbus Coated Fabrics
Corp.; Commercial Carpet Corp.: con

tract Magazine; Crown Rubber Co.: 
DeLuxe Fabricator Co.: Directional
Contract Furniture; duCor; DuPont: 
Finesse Originals; Gasser Chair Co.; 
General Tire & Rubber; Goodyear Tire 
& Rubber: I. V. Chair; International 
Crating & Forwarding; Jackson China: 
Kirsch Co.: Laminated Veneers: Mar- 
den Furnitizre; McCordi Corp.; Metro
politan Furniture Co.; Mohasco, Inc.; 
Molla Inc.: Murphy Door Bed; Museum 
Prints Editions; Norquist; No-Sag 
Spring; Oxford Mills; Painter Carpet; 
Parkwood Laminates; Porter Carpets; 
Radio Corp. of America; Rockland 
Mills: Tropitone; Royalmetal; Silas

Seandel; James Seeman Studio; Stan
ley Furniture Co.; Stephen Leedom 
Carpets; Stylume Products; Sub-Zero 
Freezer Co.; Techfab; Timbertone; 
Tree-Time: Trend Mills: Tri-Mark Co.: 
United Chair; Frederic Weinberg Corp.; 
Ralph Wilson Plastics; Lee Woodard; 
Yorkraft.

CONTRACT '67 will occupy the en
tire ground floor of the Coliseum, and 
provision has been made on die floor 
above for the comprehensive program 
of panel discussions, seminars, and in
dustry workshops that will take place 
during the three-day event. All semi
nar and discussion programs will be 
held in the morning hours, prior to the 
opening of the exhibition hall. For 
further details about CONTRACT ’67.
contact Jerome Brown, National Ex
positions Co., 14 West 40 Street, New 
York City. (C)
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Southern California is . . CALENDAR

> -. 1966
July 18-22. Atlanta Furnishings Market. Merchai 

dise Mart, Atlanta.
July 18-22. Western Home Furnishings Market. Mr 

chandise Mart, San Francisco.
August 2-3. American Walnut Manufacturers’ Ass 

ciation. Walnut Workshop, Southern Illinois XJn 
versity, Carbondale, 111.

August 5-6. Southern Furniture Manufacturers Ass 
ciation. Robert E. Lee Hotel, Winston-Salem, N.(

August 15-19. 20th Montreal Furniture Market ar 
Exhibition. Montreal, Canada.

August 29-September 1. American Hospital As.soci 
tion. Annual Convention. McCormick Place, Ch 
cago.

September 10-15. 35th Annual Conference, Amot 
can Institute of Interior Designers. Fairmo 
Hotel, San Francisco.

September 17-21. NAFM International Furniture 
Woodworking Supply Pair. Kentucky Fair & K 
position Center. Louisville, Ky.

September 18-22. Jamestown Furniture Markt 
Jamestown Furniture Mart, Jamestow'n, N.Y.

October 16-19. National Institute of Governmi- 
Purchasing, 21st Annual Convention & Exhib 
Hotel Commodore, New York City.

October 21-28. Southern Furniture Markets. Ilij 
Point, Lexington, Drexel, Thomasville, Len<i 
Hickory, N.C.

October 29-November 5. Pan American Hotel & Ri 
taurant Exposition. Convention Hall. Mint 
Beach, Fla.

October 31-November 2. Pan American Hotel 
Restaurant Exposition, Convention Hall, Miai 
Beach, Fla.

November 7-10. National Hotel & Motel Expositic 
51st Annual Convention. New York Coliseum, Nt 
York City.

December 1-3. American Hotel & Motel Associatii 
Convention. 55th Annual Convention. San Fral 
cisco. I

... and so is our new Showroom of Contract 
Furniture, now ready for your use. Just phone when 
to expect you, or ask your Los Angeles Period Fur
niture representative to arrange an appointment.

6000 SQUARE FEET OF THE 
WEST’S MOST ACCEPTED BEDROOM 

AND DINING ROOM FURNITURE 
Contemporary — Colonial 

French Provincial — Rural English 
Mediterranean

BEDROOM-DINING ROOM 
OCCASIONAL TABLES

Before starting your next Apartment or Hotel job, 
let us show you how a visit to Southern California's 
newest Contract Showroom can be a profitable — 
as well as pleasurable — experience. Our Contract 
Showroom is open only to recognized furniture 
dealers and contract buyers.

LOS ANGELES PERIOD FURNITURE
MANUFACTURING CO., 1755 EAST SANTA BARBARA AVE. 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90058 . TELEPHONE 231-2111

IF UNABLE TO VISIT US, MAIL COUPON

1967
.March 20-22. Intercon 1, First International Contra 

Exposition Congre.ss. Merchandise Mart and M 
Cormick Place, Chicago.

April 2.5-27. CONTRACT ’67—The National Contra 
Show & Convention, sponsored by contra 
Magazine. New York Coliseum, New York Ci 
For details contact: Mr. Jerome Brown, Nation 
Expositions Co., 14 W. 40 St., New York, N. 
10018. 212/564-8714.

.\pril 30-May 3. Sixth National Lighting Expositi 
New York Coliseum, New York City.

May 3-6. National Association of Educational Bi 
ers. Hotel Fontainebleau, Miami Beach, Fla.

“Ir Los Angeles Period Furniture Mfg. Co.
1755 East Santa Barbara Avenue, Los Angeles. California 90058 
I can’t make It, but would like to have your representative call 

with photos and catalogue.

NAME.

STORE NAME.

ADDRESS.

CITY AND STATE.

1_
Circle No. 43 on pn>durt information card
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What’s a nica sofo nhe 5^ou doing in a place like this?
' You belong where the action is—where people who dig 
class can savor your seductive charms and revel ha|)pily in 
that soit, inviting frame. Dormitories, Cxccuti\’0 Lounges— 
perhaps even a place at Glorious enterprises. What's that?
This is Glorious Enterprises!!”

Smart contract furnishers set the stage early tor opening 
Hay. To help you lino up the right cast. Metropolitan has 
prepared a catalog of fine upholstered sofas and chairs,

designer tables, and Robert Long Lighting fixtures. For a 
free copy, send your letterhead request to Metropolitan 
Furniture Corporation, 951 Linden Avenue, South San Fran
cisco, California 94080, U.S.A. Or call i,41V 
871-fj222 for further information.

METIiOPOLITANIWI
IMPORTED FROM SAN FRANCISCO

SHOWROOMS IN HOST MAJOR CITIES '•50 OecoMtiw Center; Cs.wso. S21 M«chand.j,« Mjfl; New York, 23CE. 59;hSU Pjri*. Pgm Car# 9495



PRODUCTS AND SERVICECONTRACT

being marketed in the United Stat 
exclusively by Pegasus Internatior 
Corp. It Is composed of extreme 
resilient 1-inch-high blades that w 
spring back to an upright positi 
even after prolonged compression 
heavy objects and human traff 
Available in 6-inch squares, ev'erGr? 
can be easily assembled to cover a 
indoor/outdoor subsurface. It has 
perforated base structure to all( 
natural drainage and drying of si 
surfaces, and permit cleaning with 
vacuum or h::se. Fully tested unc 
both natural and artificial light, a 
in extreme heat and cold, the gr« 
carpet has proved to be weather a 
wear resistant, and color fast. It 
shown installed on a Manhattan t 
race.
Circle 106 on product information c;

Fiber glass banquettes
Seating Products Integrated has de
vised a unique upholstered booth for 
restaurant seating using fiber glass 

the entire exposed surface area. 
All but the upholstered sections are 
fiber glass, greatly facilitating main
tenance, because of a radial wipe- 

channel that cleans in a whisk.

a s •
on

away
In addition the durable frame will not
fade or discolor, stain, crack, chip, or 
rot. The styling of the two, four, and 
eight seat sections provides fur in
stant removal of both seat backs and 
cushions for cleaning, replacement 
due to damage, or fcr an overnight 
color change.
Circle 10.1 on product information card

New furniture designs
Helikon Furniture Inc. is debuting a 
handsome group of new designs of 
which the arm chair model (shown i 

attractive feature. Blending A Man’s World
A new collection of screen prii 
and related woven fabrics called 
Man’s World, has been created

is an
chrome and slim architectural styling, 
the new upholstered chair was de
signed by Robert Becker so that the 
polished frame is a distinctive styling 
characteristic. It continues up the 
four sides of the chair to define the 
upholstered sections and emphasizes 
the chair's cubic form. A conference 
table, side chairs, and contemporary 
sofa are other new Helikon designs.

HELIKON

Circle 104 on product information card

Whitehall office furniture
A new group of Chippendale in
fluenced office desks from Imperial 
Desk Co. is aptly named Whitehall 
after the British seat of imperial 
authority. Included in the series are

IMPERIAL executive deak.s, conference desks, Greeff to appeal to masculine ta.«
secretarial units, credenzas, cabinets, old guns, old racing cars, ant 

PEGASUS and conference tables. The Whitehall three-masted barque are among 
'1*1 series also features a new Patina subjects in the collection, augmon 
SSB distressed finish, produced by a mul- by a series of 100 percent Belg 
^^13 tiple handcraft operation. Then, a top Hnens in 50-inch color related pla 

coat is applied that protects the finish stripes, checks, and plain wea^ 
for the life of the unit and renders The pattern shown is Fore, a 
it highly resistant to nicks, scrapes, piction of Edwardian golfers aga: 
and other common office hazards. a background printed with old ri

of the game. Ideal for draperie- 
golf clubs, locker rooms, cour 
clubs and similar interiors. Fon 
screen printed on 36-inch cottoi 
sage, red. tobacco, and sand.
Circle 107 on product information <

«4MK y

Circle 10.5 on pn»duct information card

I New Pegasus grass carpeting
I Polyethylene gra.ss carpeting, called
j| c.'crGrass, is a French import now

IV'.‘

Circle No, 43 on product information
80



ACRYLITE

Suspended cellins screen in Dome of the See Restaurant combines niulti-shaped ACRYLITE 
ptnels Q< uaryint hues set into estruded aluminum trame. Intetior design by Albeit Pafvin & 
Company. Los Angeles. California. Fabricated by Ben Mayei Designs. Culver City. Californis. r«

f" -u
■■a-

MAN UNDERSEA FEELING? 
.TRY AN ACRYLITf CEILING

at's what the Dome of the Sea Restaurant at the Dunes Hotel in Las 
jas did with this shell motif ceiling unit. Scrolled ACRYLITE* Acrylic 
sets in blue, yellow, aquamarine and white flow together to suggest 
sion of underwater mystery, and are back lighted to provide evenly 
used illumination for relaxed dining. This is only one of the imaginative 
/s ACRYLITE is being used in hotels, restaurants, lounges, motels, 
nmercial and residential interiors. Its beauty lasts a lifetime . . . won't 
e or discolor with age.

an

RYLITE is shatter-resistant, lightweight, weatherproof, easily cut. 
ned and fabricated. It is classified as a slow burning plastic by Under- 
ers Laboratories. Inc. It comes in over 70 patterns and colors; smooth 
extured surfaces: transparent, translucent or opaque: standard sheet 
»5 and thicknesses. For more information, refer to Sweet’s Architectural 
7d/Am.See for yourself how ACRYLITE can add excitement to interiors.

American Cyanamid Company, Building Products Division • S9S North Ave.. Wakofield. Mass. 01B81

I am inisrested in learning more about ACRYLITE. Please send me a free set of samplesFOR FREE SET
COF ACRYLITE

Name ..TitleSAMPLES. 

MAIL COUPONACRYLITE Company.(“)
StreetTODAYACRYLIC SHEET

City -Stale___ Zip CodC-

AMERICAN CYANAMID CO M PA N Y • B U 1 L DI N G PRODUCTS DIVISION
C7 t'A JVA iVX X J>



Circle No. 46 on product information card
PRODUCTS & SERVICES

CONTINUCOI

Mobile business machine table
A contemporary style business machine table from 
Cramer Industries, Inc. has simple lines, mobility, 
and strength engineered to accommodate today’s 
heavy office equipment. It has a double laminated 
plastic, self-edged top finished in textured gunstock 
walnut grain plastic and measures 18 by 31^ inches,

It stands 26 inches high on satin or mirror chrom< 
plated steel legs equipped with ball bearing 2-incl 
wheels. Rear leg casters have a foot lever loci 
mechanism. Heavy gauge square steel tubing an( 
modesty panels of heavy gauge sheet metal provid< 
extra rigidity and strength.

Circle No. 108 on product information card

ORIGINAL! EXCLUSIVE! 
Designed in Italy, new tables with 

Unbreakable Glass Tops permit 
re-positioning of legs for nine 
different table designs!

Vinyl-protected hardwood flooring
A vinyl-protected floor of genuine hardwood is newlj 
available from Wood-Mosaic Corp. Called True Wooc 
it in.stalls like vinyl tile. With its genuine hard 
wood veneer under a surface of clear, heavy viny 
sheeting it has dimensional stability, durability, an' 
offers easy maintenance, 
aluminum, vinyl, and asbestos to provide a permanj 
ent moisture free bond to the subfloor. Its total

It is backed wit

thickness is .080 inches and it can be installe 
over concrete, plywood, or wood. True Wood i 
available in 9 by 9 inch tiles and random plankin 
in 4, 6, and 8 inch widths and 48 inch length: 
Special patterns in larger sizes include Herrinj 
bone, DuBarry and Jeffersonian parquet. Specie 
presently available are walnut, cherry, and oak.

Circle No. 109 on product information card

For full information and prices, write

DURASTYLE, Inc.
Chicago, III. 606122833 W. Lake Street

Circle No. 47 on product information card
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WALL
URNS

I

FLOOR URNS AND

WASTE BASKETS

Foldedf this table stores 
in just S".
o o o

That’s nothing, most people are surprised to learn 
it folds at all!
Decorator-styled, this Howe “500” table comes in 
24 different sizes.
Features include: Self-edged top surfaced with 
Parkwood marproof plastic laminate. Black 
amel or lustrous chrome legs; all four are con
trolled by a single operating lever. 
Solid-as-a-rock, too.
Ideal for multi-purpose rooms and training 
For literature, write today.

Howe Folding Furniture, Inc-
360 Lexington Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017 

n it folds, ask HOWE
REGIONAL SALES OFFICES AND SHOWROOMS 

IN MAJOR CITIES
Circle No. 49 on product information card

en-Matching decorative and functional pieces in 
metals, walnut, leather. Wall hung and floor 
urns, planters, costumers, desk accessories 
and matching waste baskets. Lasting DUK IT 
Quality. areas.

Write for complete catalog,

DUK-IT McDonald
274 Duk'It Building •

PRODUCTS CORPORATION 
Buffalo, New York 14210

Circle No. 48 on product information card
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HELIKON PRODUCTS & SERVICES
cont;nui

Roman stone vinyl flooring
Roman Stone, a new embossed styling in Azroc-1 
vinyl asbestos floor tile has a random stone patte 

background of fine chips of actual marble ion a

fV ■

S :r■m¥r' I ■■
i

¥a . S*Ov •••
cased in translucent vinyl, which is deeply inlaid oi 
vinyl asbestos backing. The embossed pattern he 
to conceal heel and scuff marks and subfloor irrej 
larities. The tile comes in a 12 by 12-inch size in fc 
colors; Romano, Greco Sand, V’ia Veneto, and Vatic 

Circle No. 110 on product information card
Unika-Vaev pillows
An assortment of colorful pillow's covered with Uni 
Vaev Danish fabrics is available for a multiplic

;i

ft II

C'I ^ i

)irf.

I

{

of interior decorations. The outstanding contemp 
ary designs of these fabrics are familiar in upholstt 
drapery fabrics, and ruga. Shown is a selection fi 
the pillow group.

('ircle No. Ill on product information card

Decorative plastic paneling
Seville, an additional pattern in the K-Lu.x ari 
tectural and decorator plastic paneling line is av 
able from K-S-H Plastics, Inc. Expressing a Span
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YOU’VE ONLY 
SEEN THE 
HALF OF IT

or Mediterranean motif, it comes in 24 by 48 i 
or 48 by U6 inch panels. Color selections are d 
amber, cordovan red, Antibes blue, and olive gr( 

Circle No. 112 on product information card

.■y

The RB581 in white oak or walnut 
Designed by Robert Becker

HELIKON FURNITURE COMPANY, INC.
315 East 62nd Street, New York 10021, MU 8-3210

C!irde No. .'lO on product information card
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NOffTH CHWAAO. ILitMOlt 
•HOWHOOM* IK AU CITIt*

good seating 
reason

I
j row: Model 5302CB MB metal 
ck chair, at Alan B. Shepard 
ic Center. Virginia Beach, Va.

E
;om row: Model 2450, the 
er Zee Restaurant in Dallas. 
IS through Great Southwest 
lesale Fixture Company.

Send for current catalog on 
complete metal and wood 
line of chairs and stools.

I-PAR Manufacturing Co.
0 N. Pulaski • Chicago, 60639

Circle No. 52 cm product information card
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES
CONTINUd

New table group
Softly rounded edges, sculptured legs, and aprons 
solid elm enhance Vantage Point, a new 16-pie 
table grouping frcm Peters-Revington Manufacturii 
Co. Table tops in the collection are Formica laminaf

plastic in matte walnut finish. Three tables are avf 
able with black leather finish plastic tops. Indue 
among the pieces are: end table, wedge-shaped la 
table, octagon commode, square chest or comnm 
one-drawer commode table, and cocktail tables
several styles.

Circle No. 113 on product information card

New nylon upholstery fabrics
The appearance of leather has been achieved in| 

new group of nylon upholstery fabrics produced
ii

HANDCRAFTED BEAUTY
FOR lv;

OUTDOOR PUNTINGS i
i'With architectural emphasis highlighting 

court yards and malls, the unfading 
beauty of Barrier foliage is the natural 
solution to costly problems of care, main
tenance and replantings. Barrier's exclu
sive vinyl plastic appears fresher with 
each rain, smiles freshly at the sun, defies 
the elements which quickly ruin other 
artificial plants. See Barrier plants at 
better office furniture and foliage deal
ers. Write for information on custom 
plantings.

'4
i

Guilford Mills. Made with a knit surface of 100 J 
cent Caprolan nylon by Allied Chemical Corp., I

we love heavyweight1

The bigger they are, the harder they fa 
for Fibermold chairs ... they’re dur: 
ble, solid—comfortable, too. Good sty 
ing makes them equally "at home" i 
the factory, cafeteria or the most fas! 
ionable shop. Good construction make 
them practically indestructible. To se 

^ them, write, wire or phone:
S'!

FIBERMOLD CORFORATIOrj
2321 ABALONEAVE. • TORRANCE, CALIFORNIA • (213)775-621

P.O.Box 430 Mineral Wells, Texas 76067 FA 5-2536
An Affiliate of Sorg-Warner 

Circle No. 54 on product information card

Seltcted arus avallabi* for qualifltd rapmentitivts.

(Mrcle No. 53 on product information card

Circle No. 55 on product information!
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files. The side chair is one among a group including 
executive swivel, secretarial, and armchair models. 

Circle No. 115 on product information card

ew fabric called. Cavlon, combines the easy-to-clean 
matures of vinyl and leather with a fully breathable 
nit surface, stretch characteristics, and extra com- 
>rt because of its foam core construction. The series 
r fabrics being manufactured of Caprolan nylon 
pholstery yarn includes, in addition to simulated 
ather grains, ribbed corduroy-like textures and nub- 
V, homespun tweed and linen weaves. Shown is 
ator. a simulated alligator leather grain in the new 
retch, laminated, foam-cushion fabric. It is 50 inches 
ide and comes in 16 colors, in single or double lami- 
ated constructions.

Circle No. 111 on product information card

Body-form upholstered shell chairs
Using a combination of rigid and resilient polyure
thane foam, Steelcase, Inc. has produced the new 450 
Series of molded body-form shell chairs. Structured of 
two outer layers of fiber-reinforced polyurethane

larnay-Signore chair line
he new Marnay-Signore contemporary chair line 
•om Marnay Sales & Manufacturing Co.. Inc., offers

resins and an inner core of high density rigid ure
thane foam, the chairs are made with a compression 
tension principle often used in the construction of 
boat hulls. A .sleeve of flexible foam urethane covers 
the entire shell which is then upholstered all around, 
giving a soft sculptured look from any angle. The 
fixed seat pad contains 3 inches of resilient medium 
density foam. Light in weight, comfortable, rigid, 
and durable, the chairs are offered in eight models, 
four with arms, four without.

Circle No. 116 on product information card

well constructed, modern chair designed to com- 
iment its desk line, and its styles of partitions and

The finishing touch in your office is the clear, 
clean effect of metal desk appointments.
Choose mirror-finish aluminum, statuary bronze, 
or any other fine, hand-crafted metal from

smith metal arts
company, me
1721 Elmwood Avenue Buffalo

i|



PRODUCTS & SERVICES
CONTIMUd

GlasS'top cocktail table
A round, three-quarter-inch plate glass top on : 
geometric base of solid walnut has been created f<j 
the 5200 collection of Metropolitan Furniture by «h 
signer Jules Heumann. Forming a striking spatil

composition, the table is shown with glass top - 
inches in diameter; four other sizes are available, 
similar .series is available with a base of polisht 
chrome steel.

Circle No. 117 on product information card

New collection of vinyl wallcoverings
In keeping with the current trend ttjward intern 
tional influences in interior design, the third editic 
of Satinesque vinyl fabric wallcovering from Cohn 
bus Coated Fabrics Co. includes a wide variety of di 
ferent coordinating patterns. The Spanish trend 
represented by Coronado, a Moorish grille desip

with a heavily textured embossing, available in pa 
copper on beige, mustard on blue-green, black on gol 
Riviera, a large repeat of a classic motif, fills tl 
need for traditional design and comes in gold, tauf 
or red-nn-red colorways. The entire collection tota 
41 new patterns from silk to rugged woven texturt 

Circle No. 118 on product information card

SkuiW-armrAoir 32TJ. swirel-cbair 3171: uphohlered, bate in (tcuminium. 
Table 3ti71: dittm. ST", h. ZT'/j’*, base in a/uminium, lahielop in oat, teak.
palisander. Desipn Arne Jacobsen.
Frit: Hansen Inr.. Decnratice Arts Center, SO.'i Fast t>3rd Street. Sew York. A’. I’. I002I,
Telephone (212) 838-3225. Dieision of Frits Hansen, Copenhagen.

Circle No. 56 on product information card
FRITZHANSEIM-FURNITURE



send for your 
complimentary 
catalog 
and see why 
these great chains 
specify Stylume

HOWARD JOHNSON'S 
MOTOR LODGES 

HOLIDAY INNS
JACK TAR

MOTELS & HOTELS
SHERATON HOTELS 
QUALITY COURTS 
HILTON INNS

ume

S£ATS AMERICA FIRST CLASS

MANUFACTURERS OF COMMERCIAL SEATING 
OUTDOOR AND INDOOR FURNITURE

DEPT. C 14475 N.W. 26th AVENUE. OPA-LOCKA, FLORIDA 
PHONE (305) 681-8507

Circle No. 57 on product information card Circle No. 58 on product information card
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Lateral filing unit
A wood lateral filing unit designed to complement 
traditional decor is available from Leopold Co. It? 
traditional design is enhanced by a baked on distressec

PRODUCTS & SERVICES
iCONTINUEO

Leather-look vinyl from Union Carbide
A combination of superimposed color shadings, 
unusual interpretation of graining, and a soft matte 
finish create a subtle pattern called Runyon, the 
newest addition to the Vileau vinyl upholstery fabric 
collection manufactured by the fibers and fabrics 
division of Union Carbide Corp. The delicate cloud 
print of the design is slightly darker in color than

an

finish beneath the final coat. The unit shown con 
tains tw'o box drawers and one file drawer. The fil 
drawer is mounted on a full progressive suspensio 
system that permits the drawer to extend beyond th 
front of the cabinet. It can be furnished with legii 

letter size hanging folders, two file drawers o 
four box drawers, and can be ordered without a to 
and used with a wide range of other components.

Circle No. 120 on product information card

or

the smooth base fabric, giving an illusion of depth. 
Pebble embossing incorporates random irregularities, 
simulating the creases that appear in well-mellowed, 
genuine leather. The color range is keyed to subtle 
tonations: antique ivory with old beige, antique gold 
and Spanish red with yellow, saddle brown and sienna 
offset by olive mist, bing cherry, antique red. and 
a .smooth black.

Institutional office seating line
The Fiberglas Series, the first complete line of chair 
and multiple seating with exposed fiber glass shell 
is manufactured by Milwaukee Chair Co. Durabilit 
and low maintenance are outstanding features of thCircle No. 119 on product information card

LOOK what can be done
with AIR WALL pneumatic partitions

AIR WMVS provide
unlimited design flexibility for
meeting & dining rooms or edu
cational and assembly areas.

the 8ir pressure in the csp forces the panel
downward and the wheels retract into the base

AIR WALLS are completely portable., may be
moved at will, in a matter of minutes.. now* RETRACTABLE WHEELS: A retractable wheel
moved even more easily with the New Retrer.t-assembly has been designed and is now avail

able for AIR WALL panels The wheels allow able Wheels No floor or ceiling tracks are re
quired Just aet each panel in place, add air andthe installer to roll the panels into place reduc-
the patented AIR WALL telescoping cap ising most of the lifting uauelly required. The 

panels can be installed, relocated or stored raised firmly against the ceiling
easily..-Quickly’ Especially recommended for

AIR WALL’S tight seal at the floor and ceiling4' wide panels.
levels and unique construction features offer a
sound control quality never before possible mCONSTRUCTION: The wheels are spring loaded

portable well. Available in a wide range ofand mounted in the base of each panel, approx- a
facing finishes to provide fresh and dramatic 
interior decorations. AIR WALLS are economi-

imately 1'/2" from the edge (2 wheel assemblies
in each panel). They are set in the base with

cal — require no installation or erection costs. 
Ideal for Hotels, Restaurants, Offices, Funeral

screws and the adjustable tension is set suffi
ciently to raise the panel clear of the floor when

Parlors. Schools. Churches. Commercial Build-the panel is deflated, thus allowing the panel
to be rolled freely. When the panel is inflated. mgs, etc.

• Write today for complete information and name

HUPP of your local AIR WALL Sales Engineer.
CORPORATION

AIRWALL DIVISION 8141 l. ROSECRANS AVE., paramount, calif, 90724
Circle No. 59 on product information card
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•rsatile series. Included among the designs are side 
id arm chairs, fully upholstered side arm and swivel 
lairs, and high-backed executive chairs. In addition 
15 different chairs, multiple seating, ranging from 

I'o to ten seats is available. A variety of bases of- 
lod includes brushed or polished chrome, stainless 
t‘el or bronze finish. Swivel chairs can be ordered 
th oiled walnut bases. The arms of the chairs

Circle No. 121 on product information card

are

lid die-cast and can be painted or plated with chrome 
bronze. A special design feature permits both 
be cast in the same mold, which results in produc- 

m savings. Cushions are easily removed from the 
oil which is available in saddle tan, black, clay 
ige, palm leaf, and bone white.

Circle No. 122 on product information card

arms

4

i

N«. I2I7-*

rUBULAR STEEL

MANUFACTURERS OF COMMERCIAL, INSTITUTIONAL AND CONTRACT FURNITURE
4920 S. SOTO ST., LOS AMGELES, CALIF. 9D0S8 • P.O. BOX 5S347 • PHQME 563-2323

Circle No. 60 on product information card
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MANUFACTURERS’Circle No. 61 on product information card

INTERIOR DESIGNERS
AND ARCHITECTS
SEND TODAY FOR YOUR FREE 

FOLDER OF KERAZON
BURLAP VINYL WALLCOVERING

LITERATURE

j The 1966 contract carpet selector from Hardwick Car 
' pet.s incorporates actual sample pieces of its com 
^ merdal contract lines, Harlok and Texbond. Bot 

qualities are durable and long-la.sting wool pile tweed 
shown in sw’atches of 16 fashion shades.

I Circle No. 123 on product information cardKERAZON BURLAP ELIMINATES TACK HOLES
ESPECIALLY TEXTURED FOR USE ON TACK BOARDS OR TACK
ING SURFACES AS WELL AS A DECORATIVE PERMANENT WALL
COVERING IN 24 BEAUTIFUL PASTEL COLORS

Accredited interior designers and orchitecfs are urged to send for o 
copy of this free folder on professional letterhead.

Laminating Services Inc., a leading producer of con 
tract wallcoverings, offers a new and enlarged cata 
log of its various lines. For the first time, all ar 
grouped in a single catalog. Included are Vin-L-Fal 
a vinyl line available in alLvinyl or fabric backe 
qualities; Pliant Wood, a thinly shaved veneer ( 
genuine hardwood bonded to fabric in a range of 6 
wood grains; Wo-Van, a real woven fabric wallcovet 
ing; and Vin-L-Suede, a w'aahable wallcovering an 
upholstery fabric of 100% nylon flock on expamk 
vinyl.

Circle No. 124 on product information card

The National Society of Interior Designers CNSit 
has published a brochure that describes the functio 
and purpose of its Educational Foundation. The o 
ganization is devoted to the advancement of ediicj 
tion in interior design, architecture, and the fii 
arts, and is eager to acquaint its aims with ll 
entire design industry. The brochure covers the pr< 
grams sponsored by the foundation, such as schola 
ships, fellowships, and library services, and asks f 
the participation of interested parties in furtherit 
its programs through comments and donations.

Circle No. 125 on product information card

52 East 21st Street, New York 10010 • SP 7-4400

A handsome line of architecturally-styled dormitu 
furniture by Troy Sunshade Co. is the subject of 
new’ brochure. Called System '70, the line featur 
sturdy Fiberesin for tops and panels, w'elded stt 
frames, and backs of tempered hardwood. A blend 
wood-grained paneling and contrasting frames giv 
the dormitory line an orderly built-in appearan 
w’hen installed, though many other finishes and colo
are optional.

Circle No. 126 on product information card

The new fully illustrated 64-page catalog from Cha 
masters, Inc. is a complete guide to the firm’s li 
of restaurant seating. Many period, contemporai 
and European-influenced designs are included in tl 
up-to-date catalog that covers bar stools, banquett 
booths, tables, carts and service stands.

Circle No. 127 on product information card

from our MEDITERRANEAN COLLECTION
Scandiline has published its new catalog in flyer fo 
illustrating its lines of wood furniture. Tables, i 
bolstered seating pieces, storage units, and occasioi 
pieces in a blend of Scandinavian and American i 
fluence comprise the Scandiline furniture group, i 
ported and handcrafted in 
Denmark.

Designs that capture the grandeur of the Medici palaces are adapted 
for today's gracious living. Ocher exclusive decorator groups of 
modern and traditional lamps at our showrooms —

SAFRAN AND GLUCKSMAN, Inc.
8 West 30th Street, New York. N. Y. 10001 Dallas. Trade Mart • San Fruaeiaco, Western Merchandise Mart 

Write Dept. C, on your profes»ional letterhead for new cataloe.
Sweden. Norway, al

Circle No. 128 on product information cardCircle No. 62 on product information card
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MANUFACTURERS’ The traditional lines of lamps and accessories fron 
J. B. Hirsch Co. are reviewed in its latest catalog 
For the first time, several portions of its lamp collec 
tions are illustrated in color that reproduces the del 
icate finish of the items. Three major collection 
shown in the 48-page catalog are Collection Francaisc 
Collection Connoisseur, and the Firenze Collectioj 
each group meticulously crafted in the Eurupea 
tradition.

CONTINUED

LITERATURE

A complete 8-p:ige China Buyer’s Guide with full- 
color table-top illustrations is now available from Syra
cuse China. The guide shows industry standards in 
shapes, patterns, and sizes, and provides a guide 
to handling chinaware. Also included is a special 
section on Syracuse China’s new Syralite.

Circle No. 129 on product information card

Circle No. 132 on product information card

Man-Made Fiber Producers Association, Inc. ha 
published the revised edition of the Index of Edi 
cational Material on Man-Made Fibers, a listing < 
educational material available from the association 
member companies. The listings in the 40-page bool 
let consist of brochures, teaching aids, technical ji 
formation, and industrial brochures.

Circle No. 133 on product information card

Edward Alden Studios, Inc. offers a new black and 
white catalog of its reproductions of antique lamps 
and accessories. The Five Century Collection, based 
on museum pieces, antiques, and early manuscripts, 
is a line of quietly traditional items that would blend 
well in a contemporary setting. The collection featur
ing table/lamp units, occasional lamps, wall hangings, 
candlesticks, and other decorative accessories might 
be termed predominantly provincial in feeling.

Circle No. 130 on product information card

Interiors’ Import Co., Inc. has published a new, 17 
page, fully illustrated catalog on Palladio decorati' 
accessories and accent furniture. Shown in the catak 
are over 445 items designed and crafted in Florem 
Italy, and imported and distributed in the U. S.

C’ircle No- 134 on product information card

A flyer containing samples of Highlander, a Scotc 
gard window shade manufactured by Illinois Sha 
division of Slick Industrial Co. is a guide to t 
new line. It features eight pastel colors and contaii 
descriptive and installation information.

Circle No. 13.5 on product information card

Woodard has completed a handsome catalog in full 
color to preview its many lines of casual furniture. 
Each of its wrought iron groups is fully illustrated 
in color, including the choice of plain or printed up
holsteries as well as optional frame finishes.

Circle No. 131 on product information card

Attention Sales Representatives: We require representation In many areas—write or call: N. M. Kreizelman, Pre
wt:

Full 5 Years
(upholtltnr. I yc4r)

teaiiist Manufaetur^'t De

completely plastic,-surfaced.chai
Entire frame same grade as table tops)

lami-lolc
3Write for our latest catalog.

F»OINT, N.Y. 11356 • Telephone: (212)



MAKE
KNIGHT LETTERS 

THE FINISHING TOUCH 
THAT REFLECTS 

YOUR PROFESSIONAL 
PRIDE

ARCHITECTURAL LETTERS 
IN MODERN FACES

SITIN' OR BCtfKS .sitJilLNLM & BRONZE 
INTERrOR .^lN'C EATEHOR FROM ki* TO

Your job isn't finished until you have specified 
letters that reflect the overall quality of the project, 

k Nothing does this so well as letters meticulously
I cast and finished by Knight. Catalog to prove it
■ on request.
knight & son inc.

METAL lEHERS i FIGURES
70 Lon* St., S«n*ca Falls, N.Y.

Circle No. 70 on product information card

I.W.
0

Circle No. 71 on product information card
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Rates: $12.00 per column-inch papable with, order. * 
tra charge for boj* numbers. This section closes on tl 

5th of preceding month. Classified ads are limited to situ 
tioiis or help wanted or available. Merchandise offerini 
not accepted.

ex

Representatives Wanted: Office furniture manufactur 
seeks representation for complete line of chairs, desk 
conference tables, sofas, etc. Must have following amoi 
office furniture dealers, architects, decorators and co 
tract furnishers. All territories open except Los Angck 
Write Box A-332, CONTRACT.

Sales Representatives wanted for contemporary dra 
ery and upholstery fabrics. Must cal! on interior deaignei 
architects, furniture manufacturers. Showroom not esse 
tial. Write Box A-333, CONTRACT.

Contemporary furniture and accessories showroom, N« 
York City, seeking a young, energetic, personable

interested in a career opportunity. Must I 
familiar with architectural and design offices, specifiel 
and decorators. The position will require outside soliciti 
tion as well as showroom selling. Send full resume st^ 
ing experience 
contract.

ma
or woman

and salary requirement to Box A-3:J|

Contemporary furniture showroom, New Yoi'k City, wi 
strong following among architects and decorators, see 
ing representation of furniture lines with commerci 
and/or residential application. Write to Box A-335, coi 
tract.

Positions as Interior Design Educators are available f 
September, 1966. Write to: Lawrence A, Cindrich, Chai 
man. Interior Design Educators Council Placement Ser 
ice. c/o Camp Sloane, Lakeville, Connecticut. (No fina 
cial obligation.)

Are you looking for a professional interior designer 
handle work on individual projects? Complete desij 
services are available on a job or contract basis. Wi 
experience in decor—from embassies to offices. Your r 
quest will bring a brochure on my professional backgroui 
by return mail. Miss Jeannine Carver, N.S.I.D., 243. 
Lake Shore Boulevard, Cleveland, Ohio, 44123.

Intekior Designer: We need a highly creative, compete] 
individual with ability to understand and translaf 
clients’ requirements into meaningful, appropriate 
exciting design concepts. This person must be of prov< 
ability with desire to take part in the growth of an esta 
lished, progressive office planning and design firm. 0 
people know of this ad. All replies confidential. Sei 
resume to Box A-329, contract.

arl

Manufacturers Representative Available: Immedia 
acceptance by leading contract dealers in Michigan, Ohi 
Indiana, Kentucky and West Virginia assured by o\ 
successful years representing leading manufacture! 
Have room for quality chair and table lines. Write E( 
A-330, contract.

Representatives Wanted, Complete Commercial Fu 
xiture Line: Leading manufacturer of commercial fuir 
ture seeks experienced, regional representatives to call c 
architects and specifiers, as well as dealers in the offic 
school, church, hospital, restaurants, and interior desiji 
fields. All replies strictly confidential. Please send rr.'Jun 
to Box A-331, contract.Circle No. 72 on product information card
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Circle Nu. 74 on product information cardCircle No. 73 on product information card

QUALITY • BEAUTY 
PLUS PROMPT DELIVERY

FOLDING TABLES

This objet d’art 
screen area 
divider, recently 
installed 
in the Empire 
State Building is 
typical of the 
contract possi
bilities of metal 
sculpture.

Approximately 
9- tall by 4' 
wide. 20" deep.

Welded steel 
overlaid with 
bronze and nickel 
silver. Address 
inquiries to 
"Dept. C’for 
prompt atten
tion.

Conference Room Folding Tables
Souare tubular legs. Softly
textured plastic wood grained top 
with malehing edge.
Folding Tables, Chalk Boards, Bulletin Boards, Easels, 
Revolving Boards. Chair Trucks, Table Trucks, Band Stands, 
Portable Stages, Choral Stands.

ARCHITECTUre / INTERIORS

SEANDEL
I

NEW YORK, N. Y. 10001>14 WEST 25TH STREET
Tel. 9894120

Circle No. 75 on product information card

lay we make YOUR mark?
Small or massive, con
temporary or traditional, 
interior or exterior...your 
designs faithfully repro
duced in aU metals and 
plastics.
Ask for specific quota
tions and Designer Cata~ 
log of Door Numbers. 
Letters, Nameplates and 
Corporate Emblems, 
Bronze and Aluminum 
Plaques.

UNITED STATES BRONZE Sign Co.. Inc. 
Dept. C. 101 W. 31st St.. New York, N. Y. 10001 

Fving America's leading Decorators for 40 ysers

M

li

SELECTED FOR

tOOD DESIGN
I by tlw Mussum af
I Mefl«cn Xft. N«w York 
Itrex glass sand urn •

Ht. Dia.
-850 18" 83iii"

=1050 18" 12"
=1250 24" 12"

sand urns 
wall ash rac«iw«rs 
■.moking stands 
waste baskets 
waste receptacles

■ ash troys 
• wordrobe rocks (I> costumers
* planters
• umbrella stands

■ desk appointments
Ca/afog on Request

LOUMAC SUPPLY CORP.
{manufacturers and distributors 
17 Eost l03rd St„ Dept. C, N.Y. 29, N Y. 

ATwoter 9-5374

Circle No. 76 t>n product information card Circle No. 77 on product information card
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ADVERTISERS’ DIRECTORY
Pu.

34.Allied Chemical Corp. ..
American Chair Co. ..........
American Cjranamid Co.
Aflitab Mtg. Co.
Astra Bent Wood Furniture Co.
Athol Mfg. Co.................................
Barrier Cwp., The .
Bianco Mfg. Co. . .
Borroughs Mfg. Co.
B. Brody Seating Co. . .
Burkart Mfg. Co.
C A H Industries 
Chicago Hardware Foundry Co.
Chromodem Chair Co.
Clark Casual Furniture Co.
Columbus Mills
Contract Manufacturers Association 
Costa Mesa Furniture Co.
Davis Decorators, Inc.
Displaycraft
Drexel Enterprises, Inc. .
Dura-Style, Inc. ....................................
Emeco Div. of Standard Furniture Co.
Excel Mfg. Corp.................................................
Faultless Caster Co., Div. of Bliss & Laughlin Industries 
Fibermold Corp.
General Fireproofing Co., Sturgis Subsidiary 
Goodall Fabrics
B. F. Goodrich Co. ..............
Sreeff Fabrics, Inc.
Fritz Hansen Inc.
Hardwick & Magee Co.
Helikon Furniture Co., Inc.............................
H-O-N Co.. The
Howe Folding Furniture Co., Inc.
Hupp Corp., Air Wall Div.
Jute Carpet Backing Council, Inc.
Kentile Floors 
Kirsch Co., Inc.
H. W. Knight & Son, Inc.................... .. . .
Krueger Metal Products Co. .
LaFrance Industries, Inc. .....................................................
Laminated Veneers Co....................
Jad( Lenor Larsen 
Irving B. Last Associates Inc.
Leatherguild. Inc. .
London Lamps
Los Angeles Period Furniture Mfg. Co.
Loumac Supply Corp.
Madison Furniture Industries 
Marlite Div. of Masonite Corp.
McDonald Products Corp.
Metropolitan Furniture Mfg.
Midwest Folding Products
Mississippi Glass Co......................

I Moderncote Inc., Div. of New Castle Products, Inc.
I Molla, Inc............................

National Theatre Supply
Norquist Products, Inc..............................
No-Sag Spring Co. .
Philadelphia Carpet Co.
Rainbow Wood Products, Inc. .
Richardson-Nemschoff 
Robert John, Inc.
RoyaJmetal Corp.
Safran & Glucksman. Inc.............
Frank Scerbo & Sorts, Inc.
Sculpture Studio 
Silas Seandel 
Shelby Williams, Inc.
Simmons Co. ......................
Smith Metal Arts Co., Inc.
Standard Electric Time Co. . .

I Steelcase, (nc..................................
Stylume Products. Inc.

; Synthetics Finishing Corp.
' TechFab Corp., formerly Chromcraft Corp.

Thonet Industries, Inc.
Timbertone Decorative Co., Inc.
Tri-Par Mfg. Co.

I Tropitone Furniture Co., Inc.
I U. S. Bronze Sign Co., Inc. ................................................
I Vogel-Peterson Co. ..............................................................
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FOUS 9-
An outstanding institutional 

chair offering the warmth of 
wood and the luxury of 

supported vinyl upholstery 
. . . the most comfortable 

contract chair sold.
versatile chair folds and 

stacks for compact storage.
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